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Abstract 
An increasing number of countries and large institutions are developing ethical artificial 
intelligence (AI) frameworks, strategies, or guidelines in response to the omnipresent growth 
of AI, recognizing that it is not sufficient to simply deploy and implement AI.  
 
To investigate the global view on ethical AI, Jobin et al. (2019) mapped and analyzed the 
current body of 84 principles and guidelines, which shows convergence emerging around six 
ethical principles. Based on those six principles, this thesis aims to contribute to the 
understanding and discussion of the concept of ethical AI by addressing the following 
research question: 
“How can Ethical AI be understood from the perspective of the key principles of 
transparency, accountability, responsibility, fairness, privacy, and data governance?”  
 
To explore and examine the research question, a qualitative study with explorative research 
design and semi-structured interviews with Norwegian AI professionals from disciplines such 
as AI, explainable AI (XAI), ethics, privacy, and politics were conducted. Hence, academia, 
the supervisory body, and the business community were represented to shed light on ethical 
AI from different angles. To give a conceptual view of the ongoing debate on ethical AI, the 
current main academic topics are discussed. These show that discrimination (stemming from 
e.g., biased input and/or skewed algorithm construction), proper protection of privacy, a 
nearly unlimited potential for surveillance, power structures and imbalances, biased profiling, 
the potential of behaviour manipulation, regulatory challenges, and “black boxes” are some of 
the major ethical concerns still unsolved. These concerns have potential to grow significantly 
if not addressed in a multicultural collaboration.  
 
AI is already an exceptionally powerful tool of i.a. big data and social media, fueled by 
increasingly improved algorithms with considerable computing power, and is expected to 
steeply increase in use in human-centric domains, impacting the everyday lives of a vast 
number of people globally, such as healthcare, education, public safety, employment, etc. To 
gain knowledge of capabilities and limitations from several viewpoints, the guidance and 
presence of ethics in the discussions are urgent. 
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1.0 Introduction 
 
1.1 Background of Artificial Intelligence research 
“The field of artificial intelligence has evolved from humble beginnings to a field with global 
impact” (Bartneck et al. 2021). 
 
In the late 1930s, Britain was preparing for war with Germany. In addition to the military 
force, the authorities gathered a group of intellectuals at Bletchley Park, the British center for 
cryptanalysis, where the English mathematician Alan Turing was employed (Lenton 2001). 
Turing and his colleagues had the task of cracking the Enigma code, a marine encryption used 
by the German army, where they later developed The Bombe, which is considered the first 
working electro-mechanical computer. Seeing the machine solve a problem many saw as 
impossible, even to the best mathematicians, made Turing wonder about the intelligence of 
such machines (Haenlein and Kaplan 2019). After WWII, Turning's ideas about machines that 
mimic human thinking started to take shape. However, it was when Turing asked the question 
of whether machines could think in his seminal paper “Computing Machinery and 
Intelligence” in 1950 that the idea finally sparked people's imagination. Turing’s influential 
article described how to create intelligent machines and how to test their intelligence – an 
experiment initially known as “The Imitation Game” or the Turing Test. In simplicity, the test 
considers a machine to be intelligent if the person interacting with it cannot determine 
whether the person he or she is communicating with is a machine or a human (Turing 1950). 
Even though Turing Test has received various criticisms for its limitations, his work has been 
a fundamental contribution to the field's philosophy and research. Turing later inspired 
thinkers to recreate what is essentially us; many envisioned frightening visions of the future, 
which sparked a fierce philosophical debate. 
 
However, it was when computer scientist John McCarthy invited a group of researchers from 
various disciplines to Dartmouth in 1956 to explore how machines could intelligently think 
that established the modern field of Artificial Intelligence (AI) (Turner 2019). The purpose 
was to reach an agreement on what the term “thinking machines” should include, which 
began with the notion that “every aspect of learning or any other feature of intelligence can in 
principle be so precisely described that a machine can be made to simulate it”. McCarthy et 
al. (1956) coined a new term for this ability: Artificial Intelligence, which they defined as 
“making a machine behave in ways that would be called intelligent if a human were so 
behaving”. Although the Dartmouth Project did not lead to any breakthroughs, it introduced 
all the major figures to each other. For the next 20 years, the field would be dominated by 
these intellectuals (Russell and Norvig 2016). Later, they were entitled "The founding fathers 
of AI”, along with computer science pioneer Alan Turing. Still, AI’s rise to fame has neither 
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been a straight line nor a short ride. When examining AI's history, it became clear that AI 
development has gone through ups and downs, winters, and hype periods. The history of AI is 
briefly summarized in Appendix 2.  
 
However, Bartneck et al. (2021) righty claim that AI has grown into a field with global 
impact: already by 2016, AI systems were deployed in our most crucial social institutions, 
from courtrooms to hospitals; physicians use AI to guide diagnoses, law firms use AI to 
advise clients on the likelihood of their winning case, financial institutions use AI to help 
decide who should receive loans, and employers use AI software to guide whom to hire 
(Crawford and Calo 2016). Today, AI is used in web search engines, digital personal 
assistants, self-driving cars, cybersecurity, and even against Covid-19 (European Parliament 
2021). Market analysis expects that AI will have a tremendous impact on the global economy 
and place the economic value in the trillion-dollar range. The McKinsey Global Institute 
(2018), for example, expects that 70% of companies will adopt at least one type of AI 
technology by 2030 and estimates that AI may deliver an additional economic output of 
around US$ 13 trillion by 2030, increasing the global Gross Domestic Product (GDP) by 
about 1.2 % annually.  
 
Despite this growing popularity of AI, there is no universally agreed-upon definition, caused 
by two main reasons. First, AI is an umbrella term that encompasses many different 
technologies and disciplines, such as computer science, mathematics, psychology, 
neuroscience, statistics, philosophy, linguistics, and many more (Tecuci 2012). Because AI is 
multidisciplinary, each field describes AI in slightly different ways. Second, it is difficult to 
agree on a definition of AI because intelligence itself can be difficult to define. One of the 
most cited publications within AI – “Artificial Intelligence, A Modern Approach” – by 
Russell and Norvig (2016) does not clearly define AI. Instead, it is preferred to use different 
definitions, divided into the subfields' approaches to AI. However, in the many attempts to 
find a definition, it is normally based on human intelligence, which can be defined as “a 
general mental ability to reason, plan, solve problems, think abstractly, understand complex 
ideas, learn quickly and learn from experience” (Gottfredson 1997). Computer scientist Nils 
Nilsson wrote in 1998 that “AI, broadly defined, is concerned with intelligent behaviour in 
artefacts. Intelligent behaviour, in turn, involves perception, reasoning, learning, 
communication, and acting in complex environments” (Nilsson, 1998). A definition launched 
by the Norwegian professor of Informatics Jim Tørresen is that AI is “software that makes 
technology able to adapt through learning with the target of making systems able to sense, 
reason, and act in the best possible way” (Tørresen 2018). Kaplan and Haenlein (2019) simply 
define AI as "the ability of a system to correctly interpret external data, to learn from the data, 
and to use this learning to achieve specific tasks through flexible adaptation".  
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1.2 AI and society today  
The increasing availability of large amounts of data, improved algorithms and substantial 
computing power have given AI applications an enormous potential to increase productivity, 
improve welfare and provide businesses and organizations with powerful decision-making 
capabilities. With this fast-growing digitization, more and more decisions concerning human 
lives are supported by AI. One common argument relates to improving services, efficiency 
and competitiveness. In the coming years, researchers expect a continuous increase in the use 
of AI in domains such as healthcare, education, public safety, security, employment, 
workplace, transportation, the service industries, and entertainment (AI100 Stanford 
University 2016). Rapid advances in AI achievements in everything from detecting cancers, 
self-driving cars to robots joining the police force and gaining citizenship, have ensured that 
AI has piqued the interest of both the public and corporations. Yet, AI applications used for 
crucial decision-making that affect human life raise concerns because there is a danger that 
companies and corporations will throw themselves into the technological possibilities without 
considering the societal implications AI may impose. The most frequently reported challenges 
are bias1, discrimination, regulatory and legal concerns, lack of transparency, and ethical 
complications for users, developers, and societies. However, often-used arguments for 
increased use of AI, are often concentrated around AI and computer science being more 
objective than humans; since they are based on algorithmic codes and numbers, and hence 
presumably without prejudiced views. Nevertheless, research has shown that any prejudice 
and bias present in the input data used to train an AI system persists and may even be 
amplified. That means that if the data encode prejudicial relationships in society, the 
algorithm is likely to recognize this pattern and base its outputs on the pattern (Kelleher and 
Tierney 2018).  
 
Research has shown that the sensors used in self-driving cars are better in detecting lighter 
skin tones than darker ones (due to the type of pictures used to train such algorithms) (Wilson 
et al. 2019) or that decision-support system used by judges may be racially biased (since they 
are based on the analysis of past rulings) (Angwin et al. 2016). Another example is Amazon’s 
AI-based recruiting tool that showed discrimination against women. Amazon’s model was 
trained by observing patterns and resumes of job candidates over a 10-year period, which 
mainly consisted of resumes of male employees in reflection to the then trend of male 
dominance in the company and the tech industry. The algorithm then taught itself that male 
candidates were preferable (Reuters, Dastin, 2018). The European Parliament (2020) states 
that AI can even threaten democracy; it can be used to create highly realistic fake videos, 
audio and images (deepfakes), which can lead to harm reputation, financial risks and 
 
1 Bias is a disproportionate weight in favour of or against an individual, a group, or a belief, usually in a way that is prejudicial or unfair. 
Bias result from an unfair sampling of a population or from an estimation process that does not give accurate results on average (Welsh and 
Begg 2016). 
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challenge decision-making. All of this can lead to e.g., polarization in the public sphere and 
manipulate elections. 
 
With increased data collection, data is consecutively traded on major international exchanges. 
Influential researchers have shown how the internet economy has become a surveillance 
capitalism (Zuboff 2019). Research has also shown that this extensive amount of data 
collected leads to a very close classification and profiling of individuals (Nemitz 2018; 
Coeckelbergh 2020). The Norwegian Data Protection Authority (NDPA) warns of the cooling 
effect; a self-regulation of behaviour resulting from fear of surveillance. Pasquale (2015) has 
shown that large companies know much about individuals, while individuals themselves do 
not know who knows and what they know. Because data is human-generated, and humans 
have different prejudices, some conscious and some unconscious, researchers urgently 
recommend that these implications must be addressed and understood by both computer 
scientist, users, policymakers, and societies. 
 
 
1.3 The wave of ethics in AI  
Due to these socio-technical concerns, academics, politicians, countries, and commercial 
actors have now developed strategies, frameworks, and guidelines to steer AI development in 
the desired human-centered direction. In the last decade, concepts such as "ethical AI, 
responsible AI, trustworthy AI and explainable AI" have arisen due to this increased concern. 
This is because the ethical debate regarding AI, privacy and big data usage has highlighted 
worrying trends that individuals, citizens and society should be aware of (Kelleher and 
Tierney 2018). Simply put, ethical and responsible AI is the approach to developing and 
distributing AI technology with ethical principles and responsibility assessments. The EU 
Commission’s High-Level Expert Group on AI (AI HLEG) uses the term “trustworthy AI”, 
which encompasses both ethical and responsible AI. According to the EU, trustworthy AI has 
three components:  
1) it should be lawful, ensuring compliance with all applicable laws and regulations, 
2) it should be ethical, demonstrating respect for, and ensure adherence to, ethical principles 
and values, and 
3) it should be robust, both from a technical and societal perspective, since, even with good 
intentions, AI systems can cause unintentional harm (AI HLEG 2019). 
 
One of the hottest topics in AI summits and conferences in the last few years is AI ethics and 
responsible AI. The growing interest in the keywords "AI ethics" in Google Trends (Figure 1) 
illustrates the growing popularity in the field. In fact, some researchers even argue that, today, 
ethical considerations in developing intelligent interactive systems are among the main 
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influential areas of AI research (Dignum 2019). Furthermore, an article published by Karen 
Hao in MIT Technology Review (2019) reported that; “It’s hard to attend an AI-related 
conference anymore without part of the program being dedicated to an ethics-related message: 
How do we protect people’s privacy in the rise of AI?” AI have made some of these ethical 
questions urgent for societies. According to Gartner, successful development and 
implementation of AI depend on us to create a culture of responsible use, trust, and 
transparency. Their 2019-trend analysis highlights that digital ethics is one of the 
prerequisites for success in AI (Gartner 2019). Hence, the ethical AI movement is now in full 
swing among political, business and research elites, primarily in Europe where fundamental 
human rights are traditionally perceived important. This is because AI moves in the difficult 
junction between academia, businesses and the public sector, and this complexity requires 





Figure 1: Development in Google searches for “AI Ethics” from May 2010 to Mars 2021. Source: Google Analytics. 
 
Correspondingly, large institutions have created AI principles and guidelines to meet these 
considerations with a human-centred approach. To illustrate, a list of ethical AI strategies is 
given in Appendix 3. These governmental, institutional and corporate agreements highlight 
the increasing recognition that it is not enough to simply develop and implement AI. 
Governments must also ensure that AI is used both ethically and responsibly (Oxford Insights 
2020) because AI will increasingly make decisions affecting human lives. Common for all 
these initiatives is the central focus of human well-being and the ethical, societal, and legal 
impact of AI. According to a study by MacCarthy (2020) the real task for AI regulators is to 
create rules structure that both protects the public and promotes industry innovation. 
However, many industry professionals believe that too much regulation can hinder 
innovation. The question is thus how governments can position themselves to take advantage 
of this AI-powered transformation.  
The current president of the EU Commission, Ursula von der Leyen, made it clear in her 
recently unveiled political agenda that the cornerstone of the European AI plan will be to 
ensure that AI made in Europe is more ethical than AI made elsewhere (Siau and Wang 
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2020). As recent as April 21, 2021, the EU Commission published the first-ever legal 
framework on AI to regulate AI in Europe called “Proposal for a Regulation laying down 
harmonized rules on AI – The AI Act”. The proposal addresses the risks of AI and positions 
Europe to play a leading role globally (European Commission 2021). To add some teeth to 
the legislation, violators face fines of up to 6% of their global turnover or EUR 30m, 
whichever is greater. For comparison, the well-known GDPR fines were up to 4%. This 
means that any company operating within the EU, or utilizing EU citizens’ data, would be 
forced to comply, thereby creating the foundations for a global standard for ethical AI. To 
support AI innovation, the EU encourages establishing regulatory sandboxes2 to reduce the 
regulatory burden and testing innovative AI systems under strict regulatory oversight before 
these systems are placed on the market or otherwise put into service. Not only will such a 
collaboration help identify privacy challenges at an early stage, but it will also offer an arena 
for competence transfer and assistance by enabling an arena for discussing trade-offs between 
privacy and innovation. However, by April 2021, the British Data Protection Authority (ICO) 
and NDPA are the only countries with a regulatory AI sandbox (Thon 2020).  
 
 
1.4 Motivation, contribution and research question  
AI has witnessed tremendous growth in the last few years. Exponential growth in the 
development and utilization of new technologies typically leaves the society lagging one step 
behind. Yet, AI has become a relatively hot topic lately. As an example, in 2019, Norway got 
its first Digitalization Directorate and Minister of Digitization, and first National AI Strategy 
in 2020. One out of the five chapters was dedicated to ethical and responsible AI, and the 
strategy stressed the need for the education of candidates with technical and business 
competence. Hence, I believe that a master's thesis about understanding ethical AI from an 
Information Systems discipline is a small contribution to this goal. 
 The Norwegian AI strategy has identified few measures to prevent long-term negative 
consequences of AI, and it may be claimed that the government is pointing back at society, 
requesting a public, open debate. Thus, this thesis aims to contribute to the ongoing debate on 
AI ethics by providing a conceptual view of the key principles in ethical AI.  
  
An increasing number of countries and large institutions are developing ethical AI 
frameworks or strategies. This highlights a need to suitably address and understand ethical AI 
from key principles. Hence, this report attempts to explore and answer the following research 
question:  
 
2 Regulatory sandboxes are a policy instrument for supporting innovation in a controlled environment with close follow-up and guidance by 
the relevant supervisory authorities (European Commission 2021). In such sandboxes, project participants, together with the supervisory 
authority, can identify any weaknesses and vulnerabilities at an early stage in the process. In this way, it will be possible to make the 
necessary changes in development before businesses have invested too much time, effort, and money in a solution that will not comply with 
the privacy regulations.  
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How can Ethical AI be understood from the perspective of the key principles of transparency, 
accountability, responsibility, fairness, privacy, and data governance? 
  
This thesis aims to contribute to both research and practice by providing a conceptual and 
structured overview of the ongoing debate on AI ethics. At its best, AI is an extremely 
powerful and efficient tool to improve human lives. On a personal note, I find this interface 
between technology and humans mesmerizing. Furthermore, with the vast potential AI offers 
for the future - partly beyond our imagination, it’s fascinating how the ancient art of ethics 
must be approached to control this power for the greater good. 
 
 
1.5 Methodology  
To answer the research question, this study finds it suitable to use an exploratory approach as 
it aims to seek new insights. Considering the complex and debated nature of AI and ethics, an 
inductive approach with qualitative data collection from semi-structured interviews with 
Norwegian AI professionals is conducted to answer the research question. 
 
 
1.6 Structure of the thesis 
The structure is as follows. Section 2 presents the theoretical and conceptual foundation. 
Section 3 presents the methodology. Section 4 contains the empirical findings from the semi-
structured interviews. In section 5, the essence of the empirical findings from the data analysis 
is discussed and compared against the theoretical and conceptual research reviewed in chapter 
2. Section 6 presents the implications of this study. Finally, section 6 presents the conclusion 
of the research question.   
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2.0 Literature review  
 
This chapter will establish a theoretical and conceptual foundation to answer the research 
questions. Chapter 2.1 presents the concept of ethical AI, chapter 2.2 presents the main 
debates, and chapter 2.3 reviews the related ethical AI principles.  
 
AI is a great tool for analyzing, classifying, and making predictions based on data, efficient 
problem-solving, and providing new insight. However, research has shown several cases 
where a lack of focus on ethics have led to algorithmic unfairness of race, gender, and 
socioeconomic background. MIT professor Cathy O'Neil looked at eight specific cases of 
algorithmic unfairness in her bestseller "Weapons of Math Destruction" in which she 
describes how algorithms routinely institutionalize bias, bad practice and personal opinion. 
The cases include personality tests in hiring, creditworthiness models, insurance companies’ 
risk models, recidivism models in judicial decisions and the potential assault on democratic 
processes by using big data in political campaigns (O’Neil 2016). According to O’Neil, much 
of this current practice is described by three features: opacity, scale, and damage. To build an 
algorithm one need data (what happened in the past) and a definition of success (what you are 
looking/hoping for). As O’Neil emphasizes, every algorithmic model articulates the opinions 
of its creators, and concludes that “algorithms are just opinions embedded in mathematical 
code”. Training data for AI can, e.g., contain implicit gender-, racial- or ideological biases. In 
a similar approach, Siau and Wang (2020) observed that since AI systems are trained by 
humans and use datasets made by humans, existing biases may be learned by AI applications 
and exhibited in real applications. O’Neil (2016) warns about how the danger increases as 
these systems scale. To avoid potential serious societal problems, it is crucial that AI systems 
are trained with data that is truly representative of a population (Cousson-Postoarc 2020). 
Nonetheless, this also confronts us with some significant ethical and principled questions 
highlighted in section 2.3. 
 
 
2.1 The Concept of Ethical AI 
The debate about the ethical implications of AI dates from the 1960s (Samuel 1960; Morley et 
al. 2020), and the area is still evolving. AI ethics is often concentrated on concerns of 
common responses, which is typical to new technologies. Throughout history, people have 
responded to new technologies, by claiming they will fundamentally change humans, such as 
telephones will destroy personal communications, electronic writing will destroy memory, 
etc. Interestingly, from a religious-science perspective, this is not a new phenomenon. The 
fear of machines taking over is much older than the machines we think of today. According to 
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Onarheim Bergsjø and Bergsjø (2019), this fear is found in Greek myths and in Jewish and 
Christian mysticism. Today we find this phenomenon in e.g., the science fiction genre and 
even in religious interpretations. However, in addition to ethical concerns, research shows that 
new technologies challenge both norms and concepts. In his influential article “What is 
Computer Ethics?” (1985), James Moor discussed that new technology makes us debate 
concepts and our understanding and how this transforms our society. Computers assist with 
learning, but they also change what we learn and how we learn, and even how we understand 
what learning is.  
Even though the academic discussion on AI and ethics has been going on for decades, there is 
still no commonly agreed definition. Vakkuri and Abrahamsson (2018) conducted a 
systematic mapping study to identify and categorize concepts and keywords used in 1.062 
academic papers to discourse the term. They concluded that defining ethical AI is a 
challenging task, and hence, more research is needed. However, it is worth noting that the 
field of AI ethics literature variously refers to research as i.e., digital ethics, technology ethics, 
roboethics, machine ethics, robot rights, responsible AI, trustworthy AI and fair AI. All these 
related concepts pose a challenge in terms of providing a holistic view of the literature. 
Though this thesis does not attempt to summarize all theories across all domains, a conceptual 
background for the later discussion is provided.  
Moor (1985) provided a significant definition: computer ethics is the analysis of new 
technology, its social impact, and how it should be developed and used. A report by The Alan 
Turing Institute and Leslie (2019) defines AI ethics as "a set of values, principles, and 
techniques that employ widely accepted standards of right and wrong to guide moral conduct 
in the development and use of AI technologies”. Siau and Wang (2020) simply define AI 
ethics as the field related to the study of ethical issues in AI. One reason why Vakkuri and 
Abrahamsson (2018) state that it is difficult to define AI ethics is because ethics itself is a 
complex and comprehensive concept. According to Cointe et al. (2016), ethics is a normative 
practical discipline of how one should act towards others, whereas Bartneck et al. (2021) 
defines ethics as the analysis of human actions from the perspective of “good and evil”, or of 
“morally correct” and “morally wrong”. This means that ethics is about values, which is both 
a cultural and individual question. 
 
Design of Ethical AI systems 
Incorporating ethics into the design of AI remains a challenging question. Ethical and Social 
AI professor Virginia Dignum (2019) distinguishes between ethics in design, ethics by design 
and ethics for design(ers), which contribute to a better understanding when developing, 
designing and deploying ethics into AI systems.  
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Ethics in design: This approach refers to the regulatory and engineering methods that support 
the analysis and evaluation of AI systems' ethical implications as these integrate or replace 
traditional social structures. 
Ethics by design: Focus on ethics built-in and how to train machines to make ethical choices; 
the technical/algorithmic integration of ethical reasoning capabilities as part of the behaviour 
of the artificial autonomous system. Onarheim Bergsjø and Bergsjø (2019) argue that this is 
difficult on many levels.  
Ethics for design(ers): Stakeholders focus on all involved from product ordering to product 
development. The codes of conduct, standards and certification processes that ensure the 
integrity of developers and users as they research, design, construct, employ and manage 
artificial intelligent systems. Of these levels, ethics by design is the most difficult (Dignum 
2019).  
 
Researchers present different views on the relationship between ethics and AI in the literature 
and can broadly be classified according to the ethical approaches presented by Dignum above. 
For example, the article "Society-in-the-loop: programming the algorithmic social contract" 
by Rahwan (2018) can be classified in the field of ethics in design and for parts in the field of 
ethics for design(ers) (Dignum 2017). Rahwan's paper proposes a conceptual framework to 
program, debug and maintain an algorithmic social contract – a pact between various human 
stakeholders, thereby setting the society-in-the-loop (SITL) approach as the basis for 
monitoring compliance of the system with the social contract (Rahwan 2018). The EU 
recommends such approaches to achieve trustworthy AI. One of EU’s seven requirements for 
trustworthy AI is “human agency and oversight” such as human-in-the-loop (HITL). HITL 
refers to the capability for human intervention in every decision cycle of the system, which in 
many cases is neither possible nor desirable (AI HLEG 2019). On ethics in design, Bryson 
(2018) argues that whether AI systems can or should be afforded moral agency is not 
manageable because we as societies continually reconstruct our artifacts, including our ethical 
systems. In another ethics by design article, Dodig and Çürüklü (2012) propose looking at AI 
systems as having functional responsibilities within a network of distributed responsibilities 
in a socio-technological system. This does not remove the responsibility of the other 
stakeholders in the system but facilitates understanding and regulation of such networks. 
However, embedding a capacity for ethical decision-making into AI, as Dignum (2019) 
above, has been criticized for (1) being purely philosophical, (2) too much focused on non-
universal moral or ethical norms, and (3) if we design machines to match human levels of 
ethical decision-making, such machines would then proceed to make immoral actions (since 
humans take immoral actions themselves) (Meek et al. 2016).  
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2.2 Main debates 
2.2.1 Privacy and surveillance  
Privacy is a fundamental human right, yet it may come conflict with e.g., securitization; 
governments may argue for (non-restricted, at the cost of privacy) surveillance for to ensure 
security. The NDPA states that as the amount of data on individuals increases, the more 
precise and tailored services we can get, but more data also makes it possible to monitor and 
track our lives in detail. This may lead to:  
- The cooling effect. The certainty that all the data we leave can be captured and potentially 
have a consequence in the future can affect people’s behaviour. The NDPA experts warn that 
the consequence of such a cooling effect in a democracy is a weakening of freedom of 
expression and hampering a free exchange of opinions- which is a democratic challenge. 
- Individuals lose control over their information. Large commercial businesses and public 
authorities hold enormous amounts of data about individuals – which those individuals 
probably have no to little knowledge about. 
- Discrimination and social inequality. Algorithms are often based on data about individuals 
or groups already collected. These datasets can contain prejudices and biases, leading to 
discrimination because the data used pushes the analysis or decision in a certain direction 
(NDPA strategy 2018-2020). 
Controlling who collects which data and who has access will become harder (Müller 2020). 
Consequently, for individuals, it will be impossible to personally control the disclosure of all 
their personal information. Kelleher and Tierney (2018) even argue that AI and data science is 
a double-edged sword in this context. It can improve lives through more efficient government, 
improved medicine and health care, smarter cities, reduced crime etc. On the other hand, it 
can also spy on individuals' lives, target unwanted advertisement, and control behaviour, both 
overtly and covertly. The above mentioned cooling effect is a core concern; research has 
shown that fear of surveillance can affect us as much as the surveillance itself does (Kelleher 
and Tierney 2018). Michel Foucault, a radical French social philosopher, sought to answer the 
question on how modern state ensures control over its citizens in his 1975 work, “Discipline 
and Punish”. Foucault’s main argument is that the modern state has moved away from 
enforcing its authority physically to enforcing it psychologically. To demonstrate his point, 
Foucault examined a prison created by the British social reformer, Jeremy Bentham. 
Bentham’s “Panopticon” was a circular prison with a watchtower erected in the center. The 
theory was that inmates would assume they were being watched, and as a result, they would 
act accordingly, eliminating the need for many – or any – prison guards. This sort of self-
governance is the lynchpin of Foucault’s theory of modern power. Foucault (1975) argues 
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that surveillance is being used in our modern institutions as a key instrument to control and 
govern the people. The presence of surveillance helps to catch those who break laws by 
recording their activity. But it works on another level, too – as a deterrent. Whether or not the 
cameras are switched on is sometimes actually irrelevant. The mere presence of them is 
enough to influence the behaviour of most people, he argued. Surveillance techniques exist to 
ensure societal rules are followed, but Foucault believed they have substantial negative 
implications. His studies claimed that awareness of being observed stifled individually and 
created conformity. People end up acting, thinking and being the same, for the fear of being 
caught or punished. Foucault named this “dynamic normalization” and asserted that it is 
fundamentally undemocratic because it ends in eradicating free will and independent thinking, 
creating a society of “robots”. Foucault thought that, over time, this loss of trust would quell 
our instinct to think for ourselves, behave spontaneously or develop original impulses or 
ideas.  
One may argue that the innocent has nothing to fear from government surveillance, but 
Foucault argues that it's opposing your freedom if you are being monitored; it is never 
politically neutral. In the Panopticon, the occupants are constantly aware of the threat of being 
watched – but government surveillance on the internet is invisible. There may not be a central 
tower, but there will be communicating sensors in our most intimate objects (McMullan 
2015). The result is anarchy that the most influential players exploit, sometimes in plain sight, 
sometimes in hiding (Müller 2020). However, digital surveillance has a potential that would 
make it the very favorite technology for the authorities in George Orwell's classic novel 
"1984". This dystopian and (unfortunately) highly relevant masterpiece describes a future 
society where the authorities ("Big Brother") monitor every step the citizens take. Vigilant 
citizens should always show sound skepticism when governments invade the private sphere. 
Today, there is a different watchful eye we should worry about: Big Businesses, or as Zuboff 
(2015) labels it: “Big Other”.  
 
2.2.2 Power structures, profiling and the potential of manipulation 
of behaviour 
How does research conceptualize the dangers of internet surveillance? Harvard Professor 
Shoshana Zuboff is sometimes called the Karl Marx of our time. Her monumental book "The 
Age of Surveillance Capitalism” (2019) about the new digital economy order is alarming. 
Surveillance capitalism describes a market-driven process where the commodity for sale is 
personal data, and the capture and production of this data rely on mass surveillance of the 
internet (Zuboff 2019). This activity is often carried out by companies that provide apparently 
free online services; “The Big 5”; Amazon, Google, Microsoft, Apple and Facebook. 
According to Zuboff, people assume the only personal information the companies have is the 
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information actively given to them, but this is actually the least valuable part of the 
information the tech giants collect. Such concerns have also been discussed in Müller (2020), 
who argue that the data trail people leave behind is how their “free” services are paid for – but 
they are not told about the value of this new raw material, and people are manipulated into 
leaving even more data.  
During the first dot com wave at the turn of the millennium, these data were considered as 
extra data or so-called “waste material”, but with smartphones and the internet of things 
gadgets, the data volume has increased exponentially. Eventually, it was understood that these 
so-called waste materials harbored rich predictive data. Data deriving from every day trivial 
activities are being transformed into highly valuable commodities – yet the consumer may not 
even be aware. The big tech companies state the motivation for data collection is service 
improvement. And yes, parts of the data are used to improve the service, but even more is 
used to analyze and train what Zuboff calls “models”: the patterns of human behaviour. Once 
the tech giants have big training models, they can see how people with specific characteristics 
typically behave over time, allowing them to fit people’s data into detailed models and predict 
what they are likely to do, not only now but soon and later (Zuboff 2019).  
In a similar spirit, Professor Nemitz (2018) focuses on the “Digital Power Concentration” in 
AI, which he claims is a threat to democracy. His paper argues how power is concentrated in 
the hands of a few internet giants. While Zuboff refer to “Big 5”, Nemitz uses the term 
“Frightful Five” to describe the “mega-corporations”. These corporations, Nemitz believe, 
shape not only the delivery of internet-based services to individuals but are also extremely 
powerful and profitable. They collect personal data for profiling every user based on their 
behaviour online and offline – and uses this information for surveillance, profit, and even 
election campaigns. He claims that the Frightful Five know more about us than our friends – 
or even ourselves - do. This accumulation of power in the hands of a few, he argues, is largely 
unregulated and is used to dominate markets and command important influence on public 
opinions and politics (Nemitz 2018). Professor Mark Coeckelbergh (2020), mirrors Nemitz, 
and wrote that “AI may lead to new forms of manipulation, surveillance and totalitarianism, 
not necessarily in the form of authoritarian politics but in a more hidden and highly effective 
way”. Coeckelbergh discuss how democracy is endangered because power is concentrated in 
the hands of a small number of large corporations. Coeckelbergh argues that this is 
problematic on several layers; by profiling users, these large corporations centralize power 
over democracy and infrastructure, which makes it difficult to bring about a more equitable 
society.  
In a paper published in Minds and Machines, AI professors Burr and Cristianini (2019) 
explored whether intelligent machines can infer information about people’s psychological 
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traits or mental states by observing samples of behaviour data gathered from online activities. 
They reviewed a large number of empirical studies and found an affirmative answer to this 
question. When people act online, they constantly leak information about goals, beliefs, 
orientations, mental states, and psychological traits. Burr and Cristianini’s review identified 
how algorithms could use different types of behavioral samples to read people’s minds and 
concluded that current AI technologies could infer probabilistic information about people’s 
mental states and psychological traits and classify individuals in ways that bypass traditional 
psychological assessment forms (Burr and Cristianini 2019). This is precisely what Zuboff 
(2019) warns about in her studies about the surveillance capitalism. AI digital assistants like 
Google Home and Amazon’s Alexa are frontier examples. Disguised as engines of 
“personalization”, these digital assistants operate as complex supply chains for continuous 
automatic extraction of behavioral surplus from human experience, its predictive value 
ultimately realized in markets for future behaviour (Zuboff 2019). At the basic level, these 
tech giants may predict what kind of food people are in the mood for and sell this prediction 
to restaurants, which will target their advertisement. For the average consumer, it’s easy to 
say this really do not affect them. Yet, this is conducted at a layer not accessible to 
individuals. These data streams with rich predictive signals are fed into the new 
computational factories and analyzed for predictions of human behaviour, and Zuboff claims 
that they are sold to businesses for profit maximization. 
Furthermore, all data related to individuals’ movements and their interaction with the virtual 
world are now collected by digital organizations, in the process of “datafication”. According 
to Mayer-Schonberger and Cukier (2013), who introduced the term in 2013, datafication 
means transforming information about all digital tracks into a data format for quantification. 
Schonberger and Cukier argue that this allows the tech giants to use the information in new 
ways, such as predictive analysis. As a result, they can unlock the implicit, latent value of the 
data. According to Vianna (2020), this is worrying because these data are used intensively, 
even to the point of exhaustion, to map the weaknesses and emotions of individuals, for the 
organizations to achieve profit maximization. Burr and Cristianini (2019) found that an 
intelligent system having access to people’s mental states in the context of other valuable 
data, can take actions that are designed to steer an individual’s behaviour towards particular 
goals. This is what Professor Müller (2020) refers to as undermining the autonomous rational 
choice of individuals; if used successfully, the influence can be used to control behaviour and 
thus damage individuals' autonomy.  
As Burr and Cristianini (2019) remark, these current practices are problematic because it is 
rarely clear how much understanding a user has about the information collected about their 
online activities and the true purpose of the data collection. A report published by a research 
team (Schmidt 2018) re-emphasized this issue and studied Google’s data collection practices 
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under a “day in the life” scenario of an Android phone user. Their experiment found that as a 
user with a new Google account and an Android phone goes through their daily routine, 
Google collected data at numerous activity touchpoints, such as user location, routes taken, 
item purchases, and music listened to. Notably, the study found that two-thirds of the data 
collected is by passive means (i.e., without user input) and thus possibly without the user’s 
knowledge or explicit consent. Both Android and Chrome send data to Google even in the 
absence of any user interaction. Their experiments show that an inoperative Android phone 
(with Chrome active in the background) communicated location information to Google 340 
times during a 24-hour period, or at an average of 14 data communications per hour (Schmidt 
2018). Location information constituted 35% of all the data samples sent to Google. Google is 
revealed to be able to pinpoint the precise floor within a building where an individual is 
located based on the help of check-ins with cell phone towers, wireless networks, and 
Bluetooth beacons. Although Google has questioned the report's credibility and claims that it 
only uses this location data to improve the overall experience with services, the report clearly 
discloses the potential for abuse. 
In Kosinski et al. (2013), the researchers demonstrated that easily accessible digital records 
such as Facebook likes could be used to automatically and accurately predict a range of 
highly sensitive personal attributes, including sexual orientation, religious and political views, 
ethnicity, personality traits, intelligence, happiness, age, gender and use of addictive 
substances. On 58,000 volunteers, their study revealed that the model correctly distinguished 
between homosexual and heterosexual men in 88% of cases, African Americans in 95% of 
cases, and between Democrats and Republicans in 85% of the cases. Using logistic/linear 
regression to predict individual psychodemographic profiles from ‘likes’, the study 
discovered that this predictability could be applied to many people without them being aware 
of it and thus without their consent. They concluded that this a threat to individuals’ freedom 
and autonomy (Kosinski et al. 2013). Similar concerns have also been discussed in the study 
by a research team at Facebook by Kramer et al. (2014). Their experiment attempted at 
controlling the emotional states of 689.003 Facebook users and tested whether emotional 
contagion occurs outside of in-person interaction between individuals by reducing the amount 
of emotional content in Facebook’s newsfeed. Newsfeeds of certain users were manipulated 
to display a greater proportion of positive or negative emotional content, and the study found 
that when positive expressions of emotion were reduced, people published fewer positive 
posts and more negative posts; when negative expressions were reduced, the opposite pattern 
occurred (Burr and Cristianini, 2019). These results indicate that emotions expressed by 
others on Facebook influence our own emotions, constituting experimental evidence for 
massive-scale contagion via social networks (Kramer et al. 2014). Müller (2020) argues that 
civil liberties and the protection of individual rights are under intense pressure from state 
agencies and businesses, unless reined in by policy in general society’s interest. Burr and 
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Cristianini (2019) argues that this is problematic on several layers and these consequences 
require careful discussion of the ethical, legal and social issues that emerge. Their paper 
demonstrates the importance of ongoing collaboration, which will be discussed later in this 
thesis.  
2.2.3 Black boxes 
“Everything we do online is recorded; the only questions left are to whom the data will be 
available, and for how long” (Pasquale 2015). Pasquale uses the metaphor “black boxes” to 
refer to a system whose workings are mysterious and shrouded in secrecy; we can observe its 
inputs and outputs, but we cannot tell how one becomes the other. According to Müller 
(2020), such opacity exacerbates bias in decision systems and data sets. And as the 
researchers above have addressed; the output depends heavily on the quality of the input data 
provided, following the old slogan “garbage in, garbage out” (Müller 2020). As reported by 
Pasquale, the problem with AI and big data is when we get into a world where data and 
algorithms are sorting and ranking, classifying and affecting people’s lives. Pasquale argued 
that it may be that we cannot stop the collection of information, but we can regulate how it is 
used. Similar to Nemitz (2018), Pasquale argues that big data enables portraits of individuals 
that are incredibly detailed, to the point that they are invasive. But who connects the dots 
about what firms are doing with this information? Pasquale’s studies proposed that we all 
need to be able to do so – and to set limits on how AI and big data affects our lives. O’Neil 
has stressed the political angle of this discussion in her influential book “Weapons of Math 
Destruction (WMD)” (2016). Both the concept of black boxes, WMD, datafication, and 
surveillance capitalism argue that society is becoming less transparent and less accountable. 
Likewise, a study by Bond-Graham (2013) argues that tech companies' essential practice 
these days is mass surveillance conducted in real-time through continuous and multiple 
sensors that pass, for most people, entirely unnoticed. As the types and amount of interaction 
between people and online devices increases, self-learning AI systems can form a very 
accurate image about individuals by combining these sources of information. Most notably, 
there are risks associated with enabling intelligent systems to take actions that aim to control 
our behaviour on the basis of inferred psychological information (Burr and Cristianini, 2019). 
According to Müller (2020), today's citizens have arguably lost the degree of autonomy and 
lost ownership of their data.  
Algorithm-driven evaluation models are increasingly important. The models are constructed 
not just from data but from the choices we make about which data to pay attention to – and 
which to leave out (O’Neil 2016). O’Neil illustrated that such models are supposed to promise 
efficiency and fairness, but in reality, they challenge democracy. This may lead to people who 
are already in marginalized groups having to face a new form of oppression. The key message 
from O’Neil (2016) is that data-driven decisions can negatively impact already disadvantaged 
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populations, although they might seem fairer. Furthermore, some literature suggests that since 
prediction has become easier and more accessible due to AI technologies, it will also be a 
cheaper commodity (Müller 2020).  
 
Figure: “Google Photos ’automatic image tagging puts photos into categories. It works pretty well — 
except when it goes horribly wrong”. Excerpt from: Sara Wachter-Boettcher’s book "Technically Wrong" 
(2017). 
 
2.3 Ethical AI principles reported in the literature  
In recent years, we have seen a rise of efforts around the ethical, societal and legal impact of 
AI, which are the result of concerted action by national and transnational governance bodies 
(Dignum 2019). Between 2016 and 2019, 74 sets of ethical principles or guidelines for AI 
were published (Kind 2020). In 2018, the giant scandal with Cambridge Analytica surfaced. 
In the aftermath, panicked to understand the societal consequences and prevent further harm, 
policymakers and tech developers turned to philosophers and ethicists to develop ethical 
codes and standards. These initiatives aim at providing concrete recommendations, standards 
and policy suggestions to support the development, deployment and use of AI systems 
(Dignum 2019). To investigate the global agreement on ethical AI, Jobin et al. (2019) mapped 
and analyzed the current body of 84 principles and guidelines. Their comprehensive study 
shows convergence emerging around six ethical principles (transparency, accountability, 




The study by Jobin et al. (2019) shows that transparency is the most widespread principle in 
the current literature (featured in 73 of 84 sources, 88%). Transparency can help achieve a 
diverse range of goals, from mitigating bias, helping developers debug AI systems, to gaining 
more trust from users. According to Dignum (2017), transparency refers to the need to 
describe, inspect and reproduce the mechanisms through which AI systems make decisions, 
whereas Pasquale (2015) defines it as a principle to avoid opaqueness of autonomous 
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systems. The EU’s high-level expert group AI also states transparency as one of the seven 
requirements for trustworthy AI: “The lack of transparency makes it challenging to identify 
and prove possible violations of laws, including legal provisions that protect fundamental 
rights, attribute liability and meet the conditions for claiming compensation” (AI HLEG 
2019). More and more decisions are being conducted without any human involvement 
(Presthus et al. 2018). Without transparency, users may struggle to understand the system 
they are using and thus, it will not be easy to hold the relevant persons responsible (AI HLEG 
2019). The opaqueness of AI systems contributes to the need for explainability. The 
Explainable AI (XAI) field seeks to meet this necessity by enabling explainability of AI 
technologies by ensuring that algorithmic decisions can be explained and understandable to a 
variety of stakeholders in non-technical terms (Adadi and Berrada 2018). XAI has no standard 
and generally accepted definition, but is often used to describe the movement, initiatives and 
efforts made in response to AI transparency and trust concerns (ibid). Other reasons for 
increased explainability include justification, control and improvement (ibid). Scholars have 
thus called for “algorithmic accountability” to improve understanding of the biases and 
influences that algorithms exercise in society (Ntoutsi et al. 2020).  
 
The challenge of transparency  
A key point in these discussions is that many corporations consider their algorithms as trade 
secrets or intellectual property and thus the key to maintaining a position in a competitive 
market. Another problem is that many self-learning algorithms are highly complex to review 
to understand due to the black box problem. These two issues result in a challenging 
balancing act in a conflict of interest between fair algorithms and companies' profit 
maximization. In some countries AI software is being used in the judicial system. In 2013, a 
judge in Wisconsin sentenced a man to six years in prison for running away from the police 
after driving a car without the owner's permission. The reason for the severe punishment was 
a secret algorithm called COMPAS (an AI-based software deployed by US authorities to 
estimate the probability of re-offending) which believed that the perpetrator had a high risk of 
recurrence. The case generated considerable controversy. In 2016, the investigative 
journalism organization ProPublica3 published a research report showing that COMPAS was 
strongly biased against black Americans. The problem is that the algorithms it uses are trade 
secrets, which means that the public and affected parties cannot examine them. The 
developers of COMPAS in their response argued that ProPublica had “focused on 
classification statistics that did not take into account the different base rates of recidivism for 
blacks and whites” (Dieterich et al. 2016)4. The algorithms did actually not use race or gender 
as direct input, but inferred these sensitive data from other information, e.g., address 
(European Parliamentary Research Service 2020).  
 
3 https://www.propublica.org/article/machine-bias-risk-assessments-in-criminal-sentencing  
4 https://go.volarisgroup.com/rs/430-MBX-989/images/ProPublica_Commentary_Final_070616.pdf 
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2.3.2 Accountability  
The accountability principle refers to the system's requirements to be able to explain and 
justify its decisions to users and stakeholders (Dignum 2019). Accountability and 
responsibility are often used interchangeably in the literature. Dignum (2019) simply 
separates the two terms and explains that accountability refers to the ability to explain and 
report on one’s role in events or actions. This includes that humans should be capable of 
understanding the rational beyond the design of the system. In contrast, responsibility is the 
duty to answer for one’s action and the practical application of legal, ethical, economic and 
cultural concerns to determine what benefits society as a whole. The ICO (2021) argues that 
taking accountability for what is done with the personal data and explaining the steps taken to 
protect people's rights, results in better compliance with the law and offers a competitive 
advantage. 
The literature suggests, in particular, one area where accountability is likely to be critical, 
namely self-driving cars; who is accountable for an accident? In March 2018, a self-driving 
Uber car killed a pedestrian in Arizona (Wakabayashi 2018). As recently as 17 April 2021, 
two men were killed in Texas in a driverless Tesla, possibly using autopilot. The US police 
claim that there was no one in the driver’s seat. Tesla CEO Elon Musk responded two days 
that data logs recovered “so far” showed that “autopilot was not enabled” as the car did not 
have full self-driving capabilities. However, US police stated that there is no way a driver 
could have moved from the front seat to the back after the crash. Barring a suicide mission, 
autopilot seems to be the only logical explanation (Washington Post 2021). Such accidents 
will obviously undermine trust. The European Parliament stresses the need for accountability 
as a fundamental principle of AI systems. As mentioned, accountability ensures that if an AI 
makes a mistake or harms, there should be someone accountable, whether it is the designer, 
the developer, the programmer or the corporation that sells the AI (European Parliamentary 
Research Service 2020). 
 
2.3.3 Responsibility  
Who is responsible for an AI’s action is a main questions in the subject of consequences and 
misuse of AI. As a result, responsibility has become one of the focus areas in ethical AI 
research. According to the EU, the legal responsibility for an AI’s action (or inaction) is 
traditionally assigned to a person: the owner, developer, manufacturer or operator of an AI 
(European Parliamentary Research Service 2020). Responsible AI (RAI) focus on the 
responsibility for the systems created, use and how and whether we can embed responsibility 
into these systems (Dignum 2017). Dignum explains that RAI is about being responsible for 
the power that AI brings, and for AI systems to be safe, accepted and trusted, the system 
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should be designed to take ethical considerations into account and consider the moral 
consequences of its actions and decisions, in accountable, responsible, and transparent ways 
(Dignum 2017;2019). Dignum (2019) argues that we are ultimately responsible. Researchers 
and developers must make fundamental human values the basis for the design and 
implementation decisions. Owners and users must uphold a continuous chain of responsibility 
and trust for AI systems' actions and decisions. According to Chakrabarti and Sanyal (2020), 
governments also have a crucial responsibility in ensuring that AI applications create value 
for society and protect citizens from misuse of data. According to Dignum (2019), responsible 
AI has three main pillars: Accountability, Responsibility and Transparency, A.R.T principles 
for short.  
 
 
2.3.4 Justice and fairness  
As more and more decisions are delegated to AI, ensuring these decisions are free from bias 
and discrimination is crucial. According to Jobin et al. (2019), the ethical principle of justice 
and fairness is found in 68 out of the 84 guidelines reviewed. This principle is primarily 
expressed in terms of fairness, prevention, monitoring or mitigating of unwanted bias and 
discrimination, whereas some guidelines focus on diversity and non-discrimination (e.g. AI 
HLEG 2019). The EU’s expert group considers fairness as both a substantive and a 
procedural dimension. The substantive dimension implies a commitment to securing an equal 
and just distribution of benefits and cost and ensuring that individuals and groups are free 
from unfair bias, discrimination, and stigmatization, whereas the procedural dimension of 
fairness entails the ability to contest and seek effective redress against AI systems' decisions 
and by the humans operating them (AI HLEG 2019). The EU argues that to achieve 
trustworthy AI, avoiding unfair bias, enabling accessibility, and stakeholder participation are 
crucial. The EU proposes that this principle can be counteracted by introducing supervisory 
processes to analyze and address the system's objectives and limitations, and hiring from 
different backgrounds, cultures, and disciplines to ensure diversity of opinion should be 
encouraged (AI HLEG 2019). Moreover, the EU stresses the importance of user-centric 
development and the participation of all stakeholders throughout the life cycle. Fairness 
relates to the technical component in the system and the societal context in which the system 
is deployed (Smith and Microsoft 2018). That means that fairness in the context of AI 
systems is a fundamentally socio-technical challenge (Dignum 2017), implying a greater 
diversity of people developing and deploying AI systems.  
 
2.3.5 Privacy and data governance  
Privacy and data governance are among the seven requirements for the EU’s trustworthy AI 
and include quality and integrity of data and access to data. This is closely linked to the 
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principle of prevention of harm (AI HLEG 2019). The importance of privacy in AI is also 
confirmed in the broad analysis in Jobin et al. (2019), who identified the privacy principle in 
47 of 84 of the above referred ethical AI guidelines. Their analysis showcase that ethical AI 
sees privacy as both a value to uphold and as a right to be protected. To ensure that AI 
systems safeguard privacy and data protection, data collection about individuals must not be 
used unlawfully or discriminately. This includes that the data must be of good quality and 
integrity. There are several ways to meet the requirement of privacy and data governance; 
Value Sensitive Design and Privacy-by-design are two examples often recommended by 
researchers.  
 
Value Sensitive Design  
Value Sensitive Design (VSD) methodology takes human values as the central focus 
throughout the design process (Friedman et al. 2006), and thus, VSD is an ideal candidate for 
the design of AI systems (Dignum 2017). The underlying premise is that design is rarely 
value-neutral, and that technology always implicates some values of its creators, as 
deliberated e.g., by O'Neil (2016). VSD translates values into concrete design requirements 
by providing various theories, methods and practices that can be adopted by engineers and 
seamlessly integrated into the already existing design practices. Hence, VSD enables 
engineers and developers to give conflicting social values a place in smart design, and to 
combine them to reach a win-win situation (Dignum 2017). Friedman et al. (2006) state that 
VSD addresses design issues by emphasizing the ethical values of direct and indirect 
stakeholders. Additionally, VSD offers a systematic approach with specific strategies and 
methods to explicitly incorporate the consideration of human values into design (Friedman et 
al. 2017). VSD approaches often follow a “The Tripartite Approach”; conceptual, empirical 
and technical. These three investigations are iterative and in practice must be treated as a 




Figure: Tripartite Approach for Value Sensitive Design. Adapted from Umbrello (2020) and Friedman et al. (2017). 
Conceptual investigation
Identify stakeholders and values.
Informed by philosophy, laws, theory, etc.
Values from the relevant philosophical literature and 
those explicitly elicated from stakeholders are 
determined and investigated
Empirical investigation 
Confirm or revise stakeholders and their values. 
Social science methods.
Stakeholder values are empirically evaluated through 
socio-cultural norms and translated into potential 
design requirements.
Technical investigation
Design and evaluate technology. 
Engineering methods.
The technical limitations of the technology itself are 
evaluated for how they support or constrain identified 
values and design requirements.
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Privacy-by-design  
The GDPR article 25 demands “Data protection by design and by default” – or more 
commonly referred to as Privacy-by-design, which means data protection through technology 
design5. Privacy-by-design can help meet the privacy requirement in the GDPR and is an 
example of VSD concerned with respecting the privacy of end-users of IT systems. The key 
idea is that data protection in data processing procedures is best adhered to when it is already 
integrated in the technology when created. The NDPA (2017) states this means that the 
privacy principles (as the GDPR article 5 requires) are taken into account in all development 
phases of a system. Users expect services to both be secure and effectively safeguard their 
privacy. Businesses that take data protection issues seriously build trust. Hence, robust data 
protection measures can be a competitive advantage (The NDPA 2017). The NDPA has 
developed a guideline to help organizations understand and comply with data protection 
requirements, consisting of seven activities in a continuous process outlined in a circle. (The 
NDPA 2017). Both the EU and the NDPA consist of experts from relevant domains and 
conduct focus groups on ethical AI and propose such approaches to accommodate ethical AI 
development. This requirement is essential because it applies to all processes of personal data 
in the EU. And as discussed in section 2.2 on the main debates, the main concerns with AI are 
often concentrated around personal data processes. Yet, assessing privacy impact is a complex 




Figure: Privacy-by-design phases where the privacy principles (as required by article 5 of the GDPR) must be taken into 
account in all the phases of development (The Norwegian Data Protection Authority 2017)  
 
 
AI ethics is “toothless”: the need for AI regulation  
An increasing number of guidance documents show the growing interest in AI ethics. 
Nevertheless, current initiatives to AI ethics are not without their critiques. One might say 
ethics has powerful ‘teeth’ that are not used in the ethics of AI today. In a Big Data & Society 
 
5 https://gdpr-info.eu/issues/privacy-by-design/  
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paper, Resseguier and Rodrigues (2020) describe how the teeth of AI ethics are largely 
ineffective, trapped in an 'ethical principles approach'. The authors argue that AI ethics fails to 
achieve what it aspires to achieve, i.e., the development and use of AI should be beneficial 
and prevent harm to individuals and society. In their view, the real value of ethics, or its 
‘teeth’, is a constantly renewed ability to see new initiatives and concepts. As reported by Hao 
(2019), many organizations’ AI ethics guidelines remain vague and hard to implement. Few 
companies can show tangible changes to the way AI products and services get evaluated and 
approved. Hence, we are falling into the trap of what researchers call “ethics washing”, where 
real action is replaced by superficial promises (Hao, 2019). Put simply, ethics washing (also 
called “ethics theatre”) is the practice of fabricating or exaggerating a company’s interest in 
equitable AI systems that work for everyone. This is a problem both as it is inauthentic – and 
as it distracts from whether or not actual steps are taken toward building AI that works just as 
good for women, people of color, or young people as it is doing for the white men who make 
up the majority of people making AI systems (Johnson 2019).  
 
The (possibly controversial) claim that AI regulation is “toothless” and non-binding is found 
in several papers. Schiff et al. (2020) mirrored Resseguier and Rodrigues and argues that 
many high-level ethical AI principles can often be vague, host many possible interpretations, 
and is difficult to translate into everyday practices. Companies attempt to shift responsibility 
onto designers and experts to minimize scrutiny of business decisions. In this way, companies 
can appear actively engaged regarding AI’s ethical risks in the public eye, but Schiff et al. 
(2020) argue that what they actually are doing is framing issues so as to minimize genuine 
accountability. This statement is reflected in Rességuier and Rodrigues (2020), who claim 
that the effectiveness is still to be demonstrated and are particularly prone to manipulation, 
especially by the industry. In a similar essence, PhD candidate Ochigame (2019) states very 
severely that the discourse of ethical AI was aligned strategically with a Silicon Valley effort 
seeking to avoid legally enforceable restrictions of controversial technologies. A related 
concern is the influence the industry players exert over AI regulation. Addressing these 
concerns is vital because it highlights the risk of letting industry drive the agenda (Cath 
2018). Mittelstadt (2019) similarly supports this statement and argues that many initiatives, 
particularly those sponsored by the industry, have been characterized as mere virtue signaling 
intended to delay regulation and pre-emptively focus debate on abstract problems and 
technical solutions. While the IEEE and ACM, two of the field’s largest professional 
associations, have published and revised codes of AI ethics, these documents remain 
relatively short, theoretical and lacking in grounded advice and specific behavioral norms 
(Mittelstadt 2019). Moreover, the same study argued that declarations by AI companies 
committing themselves to high-level ethical principles and self-regulatory codes nonetheless 
provide policymakers with a reason not to pursue new regulation.  
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Viewing ethics as a softer version of the law is common. The study by Jobin et al. (2019) also 
discussed that the private sector’s involvement in AI ethics had been called into question for 
potentially using high-level soft policy to either render a social problem technical or avoid 
regulation altogether. Their study on the global landscape of AI ethics guidelines stresses the 
need to clarify how these guidelines relate to existing national and international regulation 
and suggests that the next essential step for the global community is to translate principles 
into practice seeking harmonization between AI ethics codes (soft law) and legislation (hard 
law). The question thus remains: Do ethical guidelines change individual decision-making? 
In a 2018 study, McNamara et al. critically reviewed the idea that ethical guidelines serve as a 
basis for ethical decision-making for software engineers. The main findings indicated an 
effectiveness of the ACM ethical guidelines at almost zero and that they do not change the 
behaviour of developers. Hagendorff (2020) even describe such ethical guidelines as 
“operationally ineffective” and a “marketing strategy”. 
 
Furthermore, it has been shown that typically AI ethics without reinforcement mechanisms 
have a high probability to fail. Hagendorff (2020) analyzed and compared 22 major guidelines 
and found that distributed responsibility in conjunction with a lack of knowledge about long-
term or broader societal technological consequences caused developers to lack a feeling of 
accountability or a view of moral significance of their work. He proposes to turn to virtue 
ethics, an ethics that aims at broadening the scope of action and uncovering blind spots. 
According to Mittelstadt (2019), AI ethics initiatives have so far largely produced vague, 
high-level principles and value statements that promise to be action-guiding, but in practice 
provide few specific recommendations and fail to address fundamental normative and 
political tensions embedded in key concept (e.g., fairness, privacy). Mittelstadt also argues 
that commitments such as “fair” or “respect human dignity” are not specific to be action-
guiding. Likewise, research by Schiff et al. (2020) argues that while some prominent 
strategies for ethical AI assume there are only a small set of issues to address, such as privacy, 
bias, and transparency, AI’s impact is much more complex and unpredictable than often 
understood. Besides, their study showed that ethical AI methodologies are hard to access, 
evaluate, and apply effectively, i.a. because accountability for ethical consequences is divided 
and muddled. 
 
If ethics is about regulation, then indeed, ethics has no teeth. Ultimately and unsurprisingly, 
ethics is then blamed for being toothless (Rességuier and Rodrigues 2020). Using ethics to 
prevent the implementation of necessary legal regulation is a serious misuse of ethics, leading 
to ethics washing (ibid). Furthermore, some researchers argue that shared principles are not 
enough to guarantee ethical AI in the future; without a fundamental shift in regulation, 
translating principles into practice will remain a competitive, not cooperative, process 
(Mittelstadt 2019). Policy making is not just an implementation of ethical theory but subject 
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to societal power structures. Thus, there is a significant risk that regulation will remain 
toothless in the face of economic and political power (Müller 2020). This tension between 
ethics, regulation, and governance is also discussed in Wagner (2018), who believes that 
ethics is the new “industry self-regulation” as ethics washing is becoming increasingly 
common. Wagner argues that ethics and law exist in a parallel and should meet in the design 
process of technologies, where the idea of VSD and Privacy-by-design could align with the 
practical recommendations for developing technology.  
 
It is clear from the articles that AI regulation is a controversial topic, and many researchers 
are dissatisfied with the current state. Wang and Siau (2020) argued that the current situation 
might put AI companies and institutions in a trade-off situation; whether to focus on AI 
advancement for profit maximization or to focus on AI ethics to ensure societal benefits from 
AI innovations. Some researchers claim that due to EU’s GDPR which significantly limits 
how personal information can be stored and processed, AI development in the EU will most 
likely be slowed down compared to other regions (Kaplan and Haenlein 2019). In the long 
run, Kaplan and Haenlein argue that international coordination in regulation will be needed, 
as the nature of AI makes it unlikely that a local solution that only affects some countries, but 
not others, will be effective.  Another perception is given by Dignum (2019), who believes 
that the fear that regulation will stifle innovation is too short-sighted. Regulatory approaches 
will require a culture of transparency and collaboration between scientists, developers, 
policymakers, and ethicists to ensure that regulations create incentives to development that 
benefit both technology innovations and society. Dignum argued that without clear regulation, 
we have no way to understand the values and requirements behind AI systems. In a similar 
vein, Iphofen and Kritikos (2019) stated that effective regulation is urgently necessary for AI. 
They argued that just as Privacy-by-design has become a requirement of modern data 
protection, so Ethics-by-Design [as described by Dignum in section 2.1] could become a 
principle of AI. Similarly, Siau and Wang (2020) argued that legal and regulatory instruments 
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3.0 Method  
This chapter presents the method and research design used to answer the research question; 
“How can ethical AI be understood from the perspective of the key principles of 
transparency, accountability, responsibility, fairness, privacy, and data governance?” The 
research design of this study consists of research method, research purpose, research approach 
and research paradigm. The data collection method is then reported, followed by descriptions 
of factors such as reliability, validity, generalizability and ethical considerations.  
 
3.1 Research design  
Saunders et al. (2016) define research design as a framework for the collection and analysis of 
data to answer the research questions and meet research objectives providing reasoned 
justification for the choice of data sources, collection methods, and analysis techniques. 
Needless to say, it is crucial to thoroughly and clearly define the research question. There are 
many literature and research sources available on both ethics and AI, but few are available on 
ethics and AI combined. Therefore, this thesis uses an exploratory research design with a 
qualitative method to answer the research question. To generate data, interviews with 
Norwegian AI professionals were conducted.   
 
3.1.1 Research method  
Scientific research adopts either quantitative, qualitative, or mixed methodologies. The 
quantitative method seeks to obtain accurate and reliable measurements allowing statistical 
analysis, while qualitative research aims for in-depth exploration of a phenomenon. The 
research question in this thesis should fit what Oates (2006) describes as an unclear and 
exploratory issue, in the sense that it aims to explore an area with limited current knowledge. 
According to Oates, exploratory issues should be investigated with methods that go in-depth, 
bringing out nuances. This can be achieved by qualitative data collected from e.g., focus 
groups. Quantitative research examines the relationships among variables using mathematical 
approaches to interpret the data, which does not give the necessary insight to answer the 
research questions. With the exploratory nature of the research question in this thesis, a 
qualitative design should be chosen, building a basis for analyzing the informants' attitudes 
and understandings beyond what quantitative research will do.  The purpose of this study is 
not to confirm/reject existing theories, nor to take a given theory as a starting point, but to 
look at a phenomenon with an exploratory view.  
According to Oates (2006), qualitative data collection is characterized by an interpretative 
paradigm, which emphasizes subjective experiences and meanings. Qualitative data collection 
seeks to answer “why” and “how” questions (Yin 2015), where the primary goal is to develop 
an understanding of a complex reality. Qualitative research is primarily exploratory and uses a 
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naturalistic approach to understand a phenomenon in a context-specific setting; it is used to 
understand underlying reasons, opinions, and motivation to provide insights into the problem 
(DeFranzo 2011). Further advantages of qualitative approaches include open processes 
facilitating reflection and closeness to the data yet being structured through an interview 
guide.  
However, there are weaknesses in qualitative research methods. First, the process is time- and 
resource-consuming. Second, there is a danger of being overwhelmed by the volume of 
qualitative data that can emerge from even a small number of interviews. Qualitative data can 
be challenging to interpret as they are typically nuanced and “rich” in information (Oates 
2006), requiring clear critical thinking. Researchers might feel swamped and unable to 
identify themes and patterns. Next, interpretation of the data usually is closely tied to the 
researchers (their identity, backgrounds, assumptions, and beliefs) than in quantitative data 
analysis. This means that their conclusions must be more tentative than those from 
quantitative data analysis. Finally, with a small number of informants, generalization may be 
an issue. This will be discussed in section 3.4.3.  
 
3.1.2 Research purpose  
Research can be categorized in either exploratory, descriptive, explanatory or evaluative 
purpose, or a combination of these. This study can be characterized as an exploratory study as 
it aims to seek new insights into phenomena, to ask questions, and to assess the phenomena in 
a new light (Saunders et al. 2016). Even though ethics and AI are frequently discussed in the 
academic literature, the importance of discussing “ethical AI” is somewhat unexplored. The 
purpose of this study is to investigate a phenomenon with limited current knowledge to gain a 
better understanding. An explanatory approach is flexible and adaptable to change (Saunders 
et al. 2016) and the approach is well suited to explain a complex and unstructured 
phenomenon. 
 
3.1.3 Research approach  
The research approach can be categorized in either a deductive, inductive, or abductive 
manner (Saunders et al. 2016) or a combination of these. Deductive methods are based on 
existing theory and test this through empirical data. Data collection is used to evaluate 
whether the hypothesis is in accordance with existing theory. Inductive methods are based on 
empirical data with a desire to contribute to theory (ibid). Abductive methods involve 
collecting data to explore a phenomenon, identify themes and explain patterns, generate a new 
– or modify an existing – theory that is subsequently tested, while an inductive approach 
involves that one tries to go from empirical data to theory, which means that all theory should 
be grounded in reality (ibid).  
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An inductive approach will be used in this thesis as it seeks a deeper understanding of the 
research questions and intends to allow meaning to emerge from the data collected to identify 
patterns and relationships to build a theory (Saunders et al. 2016). Saunders et al. state that an 
inductive approach does not prevent us from using existing theories to formulate the research 
questions and even identify concepts that we wish to explore in the research process. 
Moreover, the literature suggests that if there is limited existing literature or the topic is much 
debated, it is more appropriate to work inductively by generating data and analyzing and 
reflecting upon what theoretical topics the data suggest (ibid). By analyzing collected data 
from interviews, the goal is to develop a theoretical explanation of why ethical AI is such an 
important topic to discuss. Furthermore, qualitative research is often associated with an 
inductive approach to developing theory (Bryman 2012) and an explorative design, which 
further supports the method and approach. 
 
 
3.2 Data collection method 
3.2.1 Semi-structured interviews  
Research distinguishes between four main types of interview forms: open, structured, semi-
structured, and focus groups. These can be divided according to how open the questions are in 
the interview guide and how much flexibility there is during the interview. As ethical AI is a 
complex topic with a broad interdisciplinary background rooted in many domains, it’s the 
better option to choose semi-structured interviews as it enables detailed answers from the 
informants. During a semi-structured interview, the interviewer typically begins with a set of 
topics but is prepared to vary the order during the interview. This type of interview allows to 
ask follow-up questions to get further elaborations and clarifications when needed (Saunders 
et al. 2016). Semi-structured interviews also facilitate the analysis process as it provides a 
sound basis for comparing data, compared to unstructured guides. It’s vital to ask the same 
questions during the interview in order to compare the findings afterwards. Using a semi-
structured interview guide, the researcher has greater freedom and flexibility to move back 
and forth between topics and questions and simultaneously get a more thorough explanation if 
needed. The guide then functions as an overall plan for the interview. The interview guide 
was set up with pre-selected questions categorized by topics related to ethics, responsibility, 
transparency, bias, inclusion, data governance, and the Norwegian AI strategy. Due to the 
strict measures given by the Norwegian authorities in connection with the Covid-19 
pandemic, the interviews were conducted through video calls on Zoom, which worked well. 
Even though we are used to digital meetings, clearly one of the benefits of face-to-face 
interviews is that they are well-suited to establishing trust and openness (Saunders et al. 2016) 
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3.2.2 Informants  
Six qualitative semi-structured interviews with an explanatory approach within the 
interpretive paradigm were conducted. Due to the interdisciplinarity field of ethical AI, 
professionals were drawn from disciplines such as AI, explainable AI (XAI), ethics, privacy, 
and politics. Hence, academia, the supervisory body, and the business community were 
represented to shed light on ethical AI from different angles. All informants have in common 
that they work with AI in one way or another and have had a voice in the public debate on 
ethical AI. All professionals were thus carefully assessed many months before writing this 
thesis. All the “handpicked informants” were supportive, cooperative and showed great 
interest in the study. 
 
All the informants are anonymous in the study. However, a list is included to show the 





3.3 Data analysis  
This section presents the technique used to extract the understanding from the interview data 
collected. Before the interviews, the informants were informed about the purpose and contact 
details in case of questions. With the informants' consent, the interviews were conducted with 
audio recordings to ensure that all information was reproduced and perceived correctly. This 
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also simplified the transcription process, which made it easier to sort and categorize data. 
After conducting an interview, the transcribing process started immediately. As the interview 
period lasted over three weeks, it was practical to transcribe while the interview was still fresh 
in memory. The audio files were deleted immediately after the transcription was completed. 
The interviews varied in length from 1.5 to 2.5 hours, and the informants have subsequently 
been available for follow-up questions. After the interviews, the audio clips were first 
transcribed in Norwegian, then translated into English. Due to the length, transcription took 
an average of seven hours per interview. It was important to transcribe as accurately as 
possible to maintain the original meaning of the interview and avoid statements being lost in 
translation. However, to improve the readability, oral filler words such as “ehm” were 
excluded. After the translation, the data was interplayed in the analysis program NVivo 12. 
Coding was used to structure the empirical data, which is a process of labelling data using a 
code that symbolizes or summarizes the meaning of that data (Saunders et al. 2016). More 
precisely, open coding was conducted; a process of disaggregating data into units/nodes in 
grounded theory. The data collected were disaggregated into conceptual units (nodes) and 
provided with a label. The same label or name was given to similar units of data. The codes 
and categories were based on the themes that emerged from the data. The work proceeded 
over many iterations. The first round of coding resulted in 19 broader categories such as 
“power structures”, “bias,” “ethical and responsible AI,” and “regulation”. 
 
 
After the second round of coding, the categorization resulted in 9 findings, whereas two were 
excluded as they did not fit into the other categories. Criticism has been raised against coding 
for potentially disturbing the context. To preserve the context, each interview was analyzed 
separately before comparing the interviews. The analysis is based on 23.400 words of 
transcribed interviews from six informants. First, all the data according to the questions from 
the interview guide were divided; then, similar topics were placed under the corresponding 
node in NVivo 12. Quotes of particular importance were color-coded in NVivo 12 for later 
use in the discussion. This provided a more comprehensive way of interpreting the data. The 
transcribed material was then reviewed, and interesting findings were highlighted and 
categorized during the process. After weighing the relevance and importance of each finding, 
the transcribed material was reviewed again to ensure that important information had not been 
omitted or overlooked. Although the process turned out to be a test of patience and took 
longer than expected, the analysis program was very useful for coding the material and 
provided a great opportunity to compare the different interviews. 
The data analysis process is briefly summarized in the figure below. 
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Phase  Description  Process description  
1 Documenting Conducting and transcribing interviews with informants. 
2 Explore Unsystematic data exploration was carried out in the form 
of coding of the contents of the data. 
3 Systematize and 
categorize data 
Reduce confusing information further. The text was divided 
into categories and themes that emerged from the data. The 
data were then grouped according to a set of criteria set by 
the researcher. 
4 Link data to the 
research literature 
Draw connections between the different categories. Here, 




3.4 Research quality  
 
3.4.1 Reliability  
Reliability refers to whether the data collection and analysis techniques would provide similar 
findings if conducted by other researchers (Saunders et al. 2016). However, Oates (2006) 
argues that interpretivists’ studies are unlikely to be met in a repeat study because the 
phenomenon being studied is a social construction by individuals and is short-lived and 
changing. Furthermore, since the researcher will influence the study and its findings to a 
certain extent, as explained above, other researchers may be unlikely to obtain similar results 
(ibid). In this process, one must reflect on what preconceived attitudes/opinions one has as a 
researcher. The reliability of the study thus depends on the accuracy of the data and how 
information is obtained and processed. The study has given thorough descriptions of the 
choice of research design, method, and analysis, including both pros and cons. To avoid 
researcher error and bias and to increase the reliability, systematic preparations were made for 
interview techniques as suggested by Saunders et al. (2016), Yin (2015), and Oates (2006). 
 
The author aimed at strengthening the reliability by conducting a test interview with a person 
with relevant AI experience to revise and adjust the interview guide before the data collection. 
A thorough and concise interview guide was prepared, and attention was given to consistently 
keeping the wording neutral. Both video and audio recordings, as well as written notes, were 
used to secure the information. In addition, the author made sure to summarize each topic in 
the interview guide for the informant to confirm and correct, thus increasing the reliability. 
However, it is important to emphasize that it is challenging to ensure complete verifiability in 
qualitative interviews. Qualitative studies with interviews as data collection are context-
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dependent, and the context and environment of each interview may change (e.g., digital 
interviews conducted at home, like in this study due to the pandemic). This requires an even 
more clear method description to assess the reliability, verifiability, and validity. Obviously, 
values are at the core of ethical AI, and values are individual attitudes that may also change 
over time with the informants. Therefore, accuracy was sought throughout the study as this 
may be crucial for reliability. 
 
3.4.2 Validity 
Saunders et al. (2016) define validity as the extent to which data collection methods 
accurately measure what they were intended to measure and the accuracy of the results from 
the analysis, and whether the findings can be generalized. A weakness of qualitative studies is 
that they are less structured than quantitative studies as several factors must be considered in 
data collection and analysis. Several measures were taken to ensure validity. To be consistent 
with the research question, the informants were carefully selected based on their knowledge 
of the topic. To strengthen the validity, the interview guide was sent to the informants in 
advance to ensure thorough and well-considered answers and to minimize inaccurate 
spontaneity. The challenge of bias and constructed answers was considered, but due to 
anonymity, no particular motivation should arise. The same informants have been visible in 
the media and had the same statements there as well, so they had no particular reasons to be 
tactical in their answers.  
Furthermore, several statements were confirmed as they were consistent with statements made 
in public media. Follow-up questions were asked by email afterwards to clarify and confirm 
and thus to increase the accuracy and validity. By doing the coding process repeatedly to see 
if the results change, the findings were critically reviewed to ensure that no obvious errors 
have been made. 
 
3.4.3 Generalizability  
Generalizability refers to the extent to which the findings of a research study apply to other 
settings (Saunders et al. 2016). This can be challenging because essential factors in research, 
such as scene and setting, can vary from the original study. This study has taken this into 
account by providing transparency thorough descriptions of the choice of method and 
analysis. The generalizability of a qualitative method with a selection of six key informants 
will not be the subject of generalization, as it’s simply too little data to claim that the study's 
findings can be generalized to other contexts. However, in such studies, Saunders et al. (2016) 
argue that by providing a complete description of the research questions, design, context, 
findings, and interpretations, the researcher provides the reader with the opportunity to judge 
the transferability of the study to another setting in which the reader is interested to research. 
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This allows other researchers to design a similar research project in a different, although 
suitable, research setting (ibid). This principle has been applied in this study. 
 
 
3.5 Ethical considerations  
Research ethics refer to the standards of behaviour that guide one’s conduct concerning the 
rights of those who become the subject of one’s work or are affected by it (Saunders et al. 
2016). Trust, respect, consent, and confidentiality of the informants provide the basis for a 
good ethical standard in research projects. Throughout the study, efforts have been made to 
comply with ethical guidelines, both in the planning phase and in the process of analyzing and 
interpreting data. To ensure high research quality, validity and reliability, this study has 
followed ethical guidelines recommended by Saunders et al. (2016) and Oates (2006). The 
research project is approved by NSD (Norwegian Center for Research Data) and follows their 
guidelines for ethics and privacy. Through the information letter from NSD, the informants 
received information in advance about the purpose of the project, the responsible person, what 
it entails to participate, voluntariness, anonymity, self-determination, how the information is 
stored and used, rights associated with the project, and contact information for researcher and 
supervisor. The informants were also informed that all data material would be deleted after 
the project ends. A statement of consent was sent to all informants before the interviews, and 
all the informants participated voluntarily. They were also informed that they could choose 
not to answer certain questions and withdraw at any time without reason. The integrity of the 
researcher is highly valued. Obviously, information should not be manipulated or in any way 
misrepresent the findings. This dissertation has met this requirement during the whole data 
collection and analyzing process. Providing incorrect information may also have a negative 
indirect impact on future research if insights from this study are used. 
Security is also an essential factor in acting ethically. All data collected from the interviews 
were stored on a dual-password-protected PC in an encrypted folder that only the researcher 
could access, providing secure storage and ensuring the informants’ privacy. Furthermore, 
data considered as person- or company-sensitive have not been included in this master's 
thesis.  
Based on the mentioned measures, the author views this dissertation has complied with the 
requirements to act ethically, informed consent, requirements for voluntariness, and the 
correct presentation of data. 
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4.0 Findings 
The purpose of this chapter is to present the empirical findings from the data analysis to 
address the research question. To bring out nuances, each interview was interpreted and 
analyzed to find comparable similarities and differences while unique observations are 
highlighted. Each finding begins with a general presentation of the issue.  
 
Finding 1: Discrimination and power imbalances are considered the biggest 
dangers with AI  
As presented in the literature review section, researchers are concerned about several issues 
when it comes to AI and society. To understand the issue clearer, the informants were asked 
what they consider to be the biggest danger with AI and the following social consequences. 
There was a general agreement among the informants that the unbalanced power in society is 
one of the main dangers. Six out of six informants mentioned power, control and 
discrimination in various forms to be the most significant risks. Regulator 1 argued that:  
 
“From a privacy perspective, there is a balance of power in society related to technology use. 
AI may contribute to reinforcing imbalances of power where large actors (e.g., some social 
media and search engine platforms) have a lot of power because they have a lot of personal 
information. AI is a tool that can make that tendence even bigger because those in power 
have the data and can perform analysis and gain insights into our personal life”. 
- Regulator 1 
 
The socioeconomic impact was highlighted by several informants as one of the central AI 
challenges. As stated by the XAI researcher, the biggest problem is not AI itself, but how we 
have rigged ourselves in the economic balance of power. It is easy to create systems that give 
us exactly what we want in the short term but that may not be viable in the long run; decision-
making is not 100% rational. How is power and money distributed and accumulated? How is 
freedom structured, and how are users protected against consequences of concepts they do not 
fully understand? The XAI researcher thus concluded that: “None of the problems is really 
caused by AI, but it exacerbates the problems we already have as we structure power in 
society”.  
 
Discrimination was a recurring concern. The AI professor exemplified this by stating that the 
Amazon’s hiring algorithm was not necessarily an AI problem, because all the algorithm did 
was to pick up a pattern from Amazon’s historical data. However, both the AI researcher and 
the XAI researcher said that it was easy to spot such errors. On the other hand, they were 
more concerned about discrimination that might be a bit implicit.  
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“So, what does it mean when my kids receive commercials for boy’s toys versus girl’s toys?  I 
have no control over that, but it happens there somewhere. That the Amazon hiring algorithm 
in 99% of the cases choose men over women - we can check that, and it is not that difficult 
either despite what people think. (…) It is the lurking AI that is in our everyday life that is 
there in a slightly wrong direction all the time that I am worried about then”.  
- The AI professor  
 
Another example was given by the XAI researcher who said that most leaders in positions of 
power are white men and e.g., most text about doctors refers to the doctor as a man. So, we do 
take with us a lot of history. Another informant mirrored this and said that the underlying 
problems due to our history is what needs to be solved. However, as explained by one of the 
informants “It is a long struggle to go against this historical discrimination that is within so 
many patterns of society”. The ethicist echoed this by saying that we live in a discriminatory 
and prejudiced world. The algorithms detect some patterns and amplify them. Regulator 2 
stated that the biggest problem is that the algorithms may steer society in a certain direction 
because it can exacerbate the discrimination we already have in society since AI systems can 
escalate so infinitely: “a small error can have very big consequences”. Since discrimination 
can occur in a fairly systematic way when using AI, it can lead to unfairness and inequality.  
 
“It is nothing new to discriminate, but with AI, it will happen in a new and more systematized 
way which in some cases can also be difficult to detect due to the fact that you may not 
understand what is happening in the algorithm and if there is poor transparency, then is it 
also a challenge”. 
- Regulator 2 
 
Regulator 1 emphasizes that discrimination in various forms is a great danger because there 
may be discrimination in areas that we have not been able to think about, and therefore, we do 
not consider them and further do not look for when auditing.  
 
Another AI danger highlighted by several informants was control. This related in particular to 
the market concentration and competition. The interviews show that the market concentration 
can lead to strong and fierce competition for the non-dominant players. The economies of 
scale make it difficult to compete against the most dominant players. AI carries a danger of 
creating differences because it is a technology enabling “superpower” for a few, big players. 
The concerns are that the large actors who are established may be the only ones to comply 
with the extensive privacy regulations in the end. As one of the informants pointed out: 
“there is some talk about that the GDPR are so complicated that only the big actors have the 
capacity to handle and follow them, ergo you squeeze out the small ones, which becomes an 
advantage for the biggest”. 
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In addition, there was also a discussion that AI can become an environmental or climate 
problem because such technology uses a lot of processing power that is very energy-
consuming when running these large machine learning models.  
 
Summary: AI promises to be both an amazing tool but also involves some major threats. The 
different informants considered issues such as discrimination and power imbalance to be the 
biggest dangers with AI and society. To a large extent, this consensus was expected based on 
the literature.  
 
Finding 2: The understanding of ethical AI is complex on several layers  
There is no single agreed definition on ethical AI and responsible AI. Hence, the participants 
were asked: “What is your understanding of ethical AI and responsible AI?”.  
Both regulators have based their understanding of the concepts based on the definitions given 
by the EU and their three components for trustworthy AI. Regulator 1 explained that in the 
regulatory sandbox in Norway, the participants have been concerned about not finding new 
definitions and added: 
 
“The regulatory sandbox is about finding examples of what things mean in practice. In the 
sandbox, the participants ask, "in what way is this ethical and responsible AI?" and there is 
no definitive answer. It is not one solution that fits all the projects in the sandbox. Privacy-by-
Design and anonymization are methods that can be examples”. 
- Regulator 1   
 
The other regulator argued that ethical AI and responsible AI are two sides of the same coin: 
If the AI is to be responsible, then it must also be ethical.  
 
“The ethical principles in the Norwegian AI strategy, which are based on the EU's principles, 
are a good starting point for ethical AI. It is important to think about ethics on both sides, not 
only the fear that AI can do some kind of harm but also the trade-off with: "is it better not to 
use it in the area that provides great benefits?". Being ethical is about making those trade-
offs. The focus is often on the fact that if there is a risk in something, then we should refrain 
from doing so. I think it's about seeing both sides and having a conscious relationship with 
those assessments. Human rights, privacy, non-discrimination is a very important part of 
ethical reflection.” 
- Regulator 2 
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In contrast, the senior project manager explained that there are nuance differences between 
the terms: “Ethical AI is AI that avoids abuse of individuals and human rights. Humans 
should be in focus over other considerations that may be political or commercial 
considerations”. According to the same informant, responsible AI is more concrete than 
looking for ways to cultivate technology for the good of people and society. Responsible AI is 
more than just working actively to use it for the good, but also to think through the different 
consequences. With ethical AI, you avoid violating the integrity of individuals. The AI 
professor proposed another understanding of the terms and explained that ethical AI is AI that 
behaves ethically and make moral choices that are in accordance with what we want it to do:  
 
“So that means that ethical AI is a functional definition; this is how it behaves. It doesn’t 
discriminate, it prioritizes all people equally, and it, for example, can train from all data 
types. Responsible AI is probably a bit more of a non-functional issue, but more how it is 
used. It can be responsible in many ways. There can be large complex models that we have 
little control over, so it can be responsible if it is used correctly. And there may be simpler 
interpretable models that are also responsible. So, it is not the case that there is one type of 
algorithm that is more justifiable than another, but it must be seen in the context of what it is 
used as.” 
- The AI professor  
 
The ethicist focused on the complexities of ethics and culture to understand the terms. The 
informant explained that the definition of ethical AI depends on who you ask. “I will answer 
something completely different from someone who has an entirely different cultural 
understanding and perception of a good life, because ethics is about what the good life is”. 
Ethical AI is then technology that contributes to a good life, which can be that human 
integrity, freedom and the right to have a private life are safeguarded. The ethicist also added 
an additional characteristic of ethics worth highlighting: 
 
“We have a European model developed by Greek philosophers and maintained by Christian 
and Muslim theologians. This Western tradition is what we are talking about when we talk 
about ethics which is then the basis for human rights, privacy and democracy and the 
governance that has been developed. It is important to remember that this is just one of many 
ethical systems and one of many understandings worldwide on what constitutes a good life”. 
- The ethicist 
-  
According to the ethicist, responsible AI is about the technology being designed in such a 
way that is as responsible as possible, i.e., with integrated ethics to the greatest possible 
extent. There are three levels of ethics: Technology, process of development and the people. 
Responsibility through these three levels must be ensured. However, integrating ethics is 
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difficult. It is easier to integrate privacy with laws to follow than ethics, which is not as 
tangible. The ethicist’s understanding of the three levels of ethics is in line with Dignum’s 
three levels of ethics (2019). The XAI researcher argued that ethical AI is not well defined 
because our ethics are not well defined: “Ethics is, for me, a very vague thing”. This 
perception of ethics mirrors the ethicist; ethics depends on whom you ask because ethics is a 
little historical, a little philosophical and includes personal interpretation. The XAI researcher 
further adds some remarkable descriptions of responsible AI, claiming that responsible AI is 
just a mark narrative invented by the industry.   
 
“Being responsible or irresponsible - what does it really mean? Yes, it means whether you 
take responsibility or not. Responsibility for what? That the industry believes they are taking 
responsibility for society to get better is really a lie. The industry must take responsibility for 
the fact that they will continue to make money because otherwise, they will cease to exist. The 
industry's primary goal is to have turnover, and then they can do it sustainably because then 
they can exist even longer and then they are popular, etc. The fact that the industry should 
take social responsibility can probably be true as long as the motivation is right. But 
responsible AI is not well defined, and I think it is not realistic as we talk about it now. It 
becomes a bit like "please, don’t be evil". No one gets up in the morning and think that they 
want to be evil, but still unfortunate things happen, and that is because society is a complex 
system. So, I think we are very immature for the ethical AI area. We have barely managed to 
identify that it is a problem. But what the solution will be, I think we don’t know yet”. 
- The XAI researcher 
 
Summary: With deviating views among the informants, a clear definition of what ethical AI 
and responsible AI is, did not emerge from the interviews. This was expected due the current 
lack of agreement in the literature. In addition to fact that there are several definitions of 
ethical AI, the definition of ethics itself is vague and subjective. Hence, the concept is 
complex on several layers. One of the informants even challenge the objectivity of the 
concepts, claiming it is a mark narrative invented by the industry to “whitewash” the 
operations.   
 
 
Finding 3: The challenging transparency balance   
Transparency is frequently covered in the literature. Issues like algorithmic challenges, bias 
and privacy are vital in the discussion on how far transparency principles should extend. 
Thus, the informants were asked: How can we balance potential conflicts of interest between 
fair algorithms and companies' profit optimization? How can we ensure that algorithms are 
fair, especially when they are owned by companies and are not available for public scrutiny? 
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The informants agreed that transparency and fairness are essential premises for ethical AI. 
Regulator 1 explained: “An overriding principle is that the more intrusive a decision made by 
an algorithm is, the more important and stronger the transparency requirement”. 
Furthermore, the XAI researcher raised an important point:  
 
“Fairness is not one thing. I think there are twenty different definitions of fairness, most 
mutually exclusive. What is fair depends entirely on what and who you want to protect. As 
long as there is no rule that says you must be fair in one way or another, it also makes no 
sense to enforce it. If we are to achieve any type of enforcement, i.e., the balance between 
fairness and proprietary algorithms, which no one really has a right to access, then 
regulations must be in place. We have many different audits in Norway, so it is not unheard of 
for there to be audits and to look at the database and decision-making processes. So, I see no 
other way than regulations.”. 
- The XAI researcher  
 
The ethicist reflected the XAI researcher and argued that the first problem with transparency 
is that we disagree on what is fair. To illustrate the point, the informant added: 
 
“From an ethical perspective, an explanatory algorithm is not a guarantee that it is ethical. It 
is a step in the right direction for transparency, but there is no guarantee of ethics. (…)  
It is possible to think of other forms of transparency, for example, on data in; what training 
data is used? What is the scope? What have we (not) compared it to? The fact that several of 
these assessments that have been made are documented and published may, to some extent, 
compensate for the fact that the algorithms are not explicable. What I do now is to nuance it a 
bit; that transparency is not necessarily a key in itself, but it can be an important step.” 
- The ethicist 
 
One solution to the balance of fair algorithms and trade secrets proposed by the informants 
was regulation requiring algorithm audits, particularly for algorithms informing decisions that 
significantly impact people’s lives. The senior project manager suggested that companies 
could be required to disclose algorithm audit reports the same way businesses are obligated to 
share financial statements. The suggestion included testing decision support systems on 
different test profiles to check that they do not turn out biased and discriminatory. This was 
supported by the AI professor who also proposed to have a legal authority to demand insight, 
not necessarily for the algorithm structure, but rather for how it works, like e.g., the practice 
of The Competition Authority, The Food Authority and other authorities in Norway. 
However, the AI professor said that as for now, this is difficult because the technology goes 
across nations and cultures.  
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The senior project manager argued that one part of the solution could be third-party auditing 
which have an ethical professional code, in that they do not reveal the algorithmic information 
to outsiders. In this way, the responsible third parties can gain deeper insight into the 
technological solution to revise it, to subsequently confirm whether it is doing what it is 
supposed to. The senior project manager also added: “Third-party audits will be one thing we 
will see more of and one thing that we should see more of in this area.” The same informant 
also argued that we already have private auditing companies that are ready to do this, and 
several, such as PwC and Deloitte, are working to develop a methodology for it. The 
informant believes such a regulation should take into consideration the fact that the risk levels 
can range significantly from industry to industry. However, as emphasized by one of the 
informants, any regulatory requirement will have to consider how to measure fairness and the 
appropriate degree of transparency to the different sectors. Furthermore, the AI professor said 
that companies must be allowed to keep their business secrets and added:  
 
“As long as one interprets transparency as transparency and not as transparency of the 
algorithms, because that is often a bit misunderstood. (…) I don’t see transparency of the 
actions as a challenge at all. There are some who choose to black-box their algorithms, and 
that can be problematic, but it is a more chosen secret than a problem of the algorithms. I 
believe that if this is used for public purposes, then we can demand transparency to verify. 
(…) So, I think it doesn’t have to be a conflict, but it has to be done in a sensible way. The 
government must come in to help a little in our social democratic world”. 
-  The AI professor 
 
Regulator 2, with an IT politics background, believed transparency is a challenge, especially 
across national borders and for individual countries, at least for countries as small as Norway. 
Cooperation with Europe and, to some extent, the OECD is important. To illustrate this, the 
informant said that the GDPR is a good example of when Europe stands together and sets a 
common requirement and set of rules, you can actually change things. The informant 
concluded that Norway cannot stand alone here, and that the road goes through the EU. 
 
Summary: Transparency is essential, but particularly challenging when it comes to AI. 
Algorithms can be discriminatory, e.g., because they are trained on datasets with historical 
biases. It appears from the interviews that there are several reasons why it is challenging to 
balance transparency, fair algorithms, and trade secrets. First, there are many definitions of 
fairness. What is fair depends on what and who you want to protect. Second, it can be 
demanding to understand and explain how certain machine learning and decision-making 
systems work and arrive at their results because of the “black boxes” that may hide important 
assumptions, uncertainties, and normative choices. It can be difficult or impossible for users 
to understand how a system arrived at an answer, a recommendation, or a ranking. Third, 
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transparency is difficult because it goes across nations and cultures. Several informants 
suggested that algorithms should be audited (e.g., by third parties). The most important 
principle is that third parties are given responsibility for reviewing the algorithms central to 
the digital services to ensure that both customers, users, and society may have confidence in 
the services. In the same way that companies must audit their financial accounts, the 
informants believed that auditing algorithms in the data economy should be introduced. 
Suggested solutions: 
1. Algorithmic audits: private third-party or public audits. 
2. Testing decision support systems: to check if they are biased or discriminatory and to test 
their validity.   
 
 
Finding 4: Divided opinions about whether Norway can succeed with the 
ambitions in the AI strategy  
In the Norwegian AI strategy p.5, the government states that they want Norway to lead the 
way in developing and using AI with respect for induvial rights and freedoms. Hence, the 
informants were asked if they believe Norway can succeed with this ambition.  
 
Both the regulators appeared optimistic. Regulator 1 argued that Norway has good conditions 
to succeed with the ambition due to history, trust, culture, and values. Regulator 1 elaborated 
this by saying that the NDPA is interested in pushing in that direction and highlighted the 
regulatory sandbox to be a concrete measure of the ambition. Regulator 2 echoed this 
confidence and said that we must believe in the ambition to make it happen. The informant 
believed Norway can be leaders in the sense that Norway acts ethical and responsible, not 
necessarily that Norway takes the lead on becoming the most ethical but leading in that 
Norway has a use of AI that is also ethical and responsible. Regulator 2 explained this by 
stating that Norway could become a leader in utilizing AI ethically and responsibly: “It has 
more to do with the fact that we want to actually become a leader in using AI while also being 
ethical and responsible. Since we have come so far with digitization and automation, the 
ambition is that we can be a bit in the starting block of ethical and responsible AI.” 
 
The rest of the informants, however, had different beliefs about the AI strategy ambition. The 
senior project manager highlighted that Norway has advantages of a modern public sector and 
active AI environments that can be an example of respecting the individual’s rights. Yet, the 
informant concluded that:  
 
“Norway will never be a leader in AI in general, but we have some good professional 
environments that work with it. That Norway is part of the ethical AI movement must be the 
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hope and ambition, and that we know enough about this to understand the importance. (…) 
But we will probably not become a world-leading AI nation, not even in responsible AI. But 
maybe we can keep up”. 
- The senior project manager 
 
The AI professor criticized the Norwegian AI strategy in some ways. The informant believed 
the AI strategy is a bit “toothless” and questioned the whole ambition on becoming a world-
leader on developing ethical AI:  
 
“Like, what does it mean that Norway should be leaders in ethical AI? (...) Because everyone 
else wants so. (...) It is actually a statement that says very little because no one says that "we 
want to be a leader in unethical AI". What is proper ethics is a very individual understanding. 
If you ask Google, then "Don't be evil" is a slogan, and that is an ethical matter as well. 
Everyone wants to create ethical AI, so Norway is not unique in that statement or ambition. 
So, for me, it goes without saying; we should create ethical AI because we live in a society 
where ethics is important.” 
- The AI professor 
 
In a similar spirit, the XAI researcher said that the problem with the AI strategy is that it is 
impossible to disagree with anything that is written there; “It is so full of obviousness and 
draws no red lines”. The informant shared the beliefs of the AI professor; both stated that 
everyone wants to become a world leader at something so Norway is not unique in the 
ambition. However, the XAI researcher concluded that: 
 
“It may well be that the only AI we end up developing is ethical. We develop three AI, and all 
are very ethical, and then we are a world leader. I hope this is not the way to fulfil our 
ambitions. (…) I think we should calm down entirely and rather have an ambition that the AI 
should benefit our citizens and our economy. It would have been a much more measurable 
ambition. That Norway wants to become a world leader in ethical AI is a very strange goal, it 
is not measurable, so it is a bit unrealistic goal”. 
- The XAI researcher 
 
Finally, the ethicist argued that if Norway want to succeed with the AI strategy ambitions, one 
needs to look in slightly different directions: 
 
“I think it was stupid of us to discontinued having our own dedicated Minister of 
Digitalization. They [the politicians] have to be willing to invest in AI and ethics together. 
The ambition is great, not unattainable, but there are a few more steps along the way that I 
don’t see. I don’t think the ambition is shown in the structure”. 
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- The ethicist 
  
Summary: The informants had deviating opinions of whether Norway can fulfill the AI 
strategy ambition. The regulators were optimistic, the AI professor and the XAI researcher, on 
the other hand, were more skeptical and even criticized the strategy to a bit toothless and 
packed with truism. Several informants argued that the ambition to world-leader should be 
seen as a vision to achieve a high level of ethical AI and not an end-goal in itself. Some 
informants even hinted that the ambition to be world-leader is more of a populistic and 
political goal.  
 
 
Finding 5: The assignment of responsibility  
As AI pushes the boundary of which tasks computers are able to solve, it raises responsibility 
questions. The literature has suggested legal accountability for corporations for any losses 
caused by AI systems. The informants were thus asked who they think is responsible for AI. 
The XAI researcher described AI as a decision model and said that “The scary thing is that it 
can look like there is some sort of responsibility pulverization. It cannot be the developer; it 
cannot be the owner because he doesn’t understand how it works; and it cannot be the user 
because it was just a product”. 
Regulator 1 argued that in the regulations, there are very clear roles that you can either be the 
data controller or the data processor as defined by the GDPR, and if corporations have a 
system that uses AI on personal data, it is the data processor who is responsible. Regulator 1 
concluded: “It is the top management of the company that is responsible for what happens to 
the data regardless of whether you use AI or another tool. But from a privacy standpoint, it is 
the top management that decides how the information is to be processed that is responsible”. 
 
The senior project manager justified that the one who put it into the world and uses it is the 
first responsible. The main responsibility is then on the person who places the system into 
practice and decides to use it. However, the informant also added: 
 
“Nonetheless, those who develop AI systems have a very big responsibility too, especially to 
say something about what situations it can and cannot be used for. And users have a certain 
personal responsibility to follow. Some very large businesses have unbalanced power in this 
ecosystem, which also has a moral responsibility for the systems they develop as they can 
have huge ripple effects. And finally, political responsibility is important to ensure that we 
have laws and regulations to regulate its use. Everyone has some responsibility”. 
- The senior project manager 
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The AI professor echoed this and argued that that since AI is a decision support tool, the 
person who makes the decision is responsible. An additional aspect is given by the ethicist 
who argued that the privacy regulations place a big weight and responsibility on the user. The 
question is whether the user is able to take that much responsibility. The informant concluded 
that with AI, we have a distributed responsibility, and we need new models to understand and 
place moral and legal responsibility.  
 
Summary: The informants reflected the current literature (e.g., Dingum 2019); humans 
should ultimately be responsible for AI, yet with distributed responsibility. Those who use AI 
must have a conscious relationship with it and take some responsibility. However, the 
regulators emphasized that in the GDPR, there are clear roles of being either a data controller 
or the data processor.  
 
Finding 6: Different views over regulatory challenges 
In the literature, two questions often arise when talking about AI and regulations. First, if too 
early or too strict, regulation can hamper AI innovation. Second, whether current laws are 
sufficient to deal with the complexity of AI. Both these questions have caused a lot of legal 
and academic discussion. The informants were asked two questions: 
1. Should there be regulations rather than voluntary ethical guidelines? 
2. Are there any challenges in using regulations as opposed to ethical guidelines to govern 
AI? 
 
Regulator 1 underlined that we do have the privacy regulations but also raised the question of, 
“Should we have more regulations that go more in-depth?”. The informant admitted uncertainty 
about this and argued that a set of rules can specify more clearly certain parts of the regulations 
and harmonize with the rules that already exist. However, regulator 1 emphasized the 
importance of that regulations must not be too detailed, because there must be room, and it must 
not be too complicated, and concludes: “Yes, there must be rules rather than voluntary ethical 
guidelines, but then again, there must also be room for discretion and variety”. When asked if 
there should be global, international, or national rules, regulator 1 answered the following:  
 
“I think it's nice if we are in harmony with Europe. Also, that it does not become too 
fragmented. There is so much data sharing and business that goes across, and it becomes 
complicated for companies to relate to different regulations. I also think that it would have 
been nice to have a global set of rules, but if one is to have it, then it would be a very overall 
and general set of rules if everyone is to agree. So, I'm not sure if that would have been the 
most appropriate thing to do or if a global regulatory framework would be realistic at all”. 
- Regulator 1 
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Regulator 2 was more skeptical of AI rules and pre-regulating technologies as we are unsure 
of the future. Thus, we risk controlling development through regulation in an unintentional 
way. The informant agreed that regulation could hinder innovation and believed that one 
should wait to regulate until problematic things have arisen. In general, regulators have a 
negative attitude to pre-regulate because what they say then is that "we who make the 
regulation understand more of the technology than those who work with it". Due to these 
considerations, regulator 2 concluded: 
 
“There is a reason why it is said that the legislation always lags behind technology 
development. This is because it is difficult to predict the direction of technological 
development. The GDPR already regulates a lot. When you start looking at the areas where it 
is pointed out that it can be difficult with AI, it is usually already covered in existing 
regulations. (…) We have not seen any obvious gaps in the Norwegian regulations that are 
problematic, and that must be regulated; we have simply not experienced that yet”. 
- Regulator 2 
 
The AI professor agreed with regulator 2 in the sense that the regulations should not govern 
AI and that too early or too strict regulation can hinder innovation. The AI professor pointed 
out that there are laws that govern AI today, even though these are not so aimed at AI per se. 
The informant added that we are not allowed to discriminate anyway, regardless of whether 
we use an algorithm or not, because, for those who are treated for better or worse, it does not 
matter if it is done on paper or if it is done with a stupid or an intelligent algorithm: it is the 
consequence that matters, and it is the action itself that should be punished. Furthermore, the 
AI professor added: 
 
“I don’t understand how a piece of legislation should push it in the right direction. No one is 
saying that they want to develop unethical AI. Nor does anyone say that we should be 
environmental evildoers. So, I don’t believe in having rules for governing specific 
technologies. I agree that if we remove privacy completely, there would be a lot we could do, 
but that doesn’t work, such as face recognition when paying at the bus. (…) If you push too 
much ethics on someone who doesn’t work with ethics, you say that "now you should work in 
a different field than your specialty. I am a technologist; I make algorithms and would rather 
not think about ethics, even though I believe it is appropriate, but I would prefer it to be as a 
premise”. 
- AI professor 
 
The senior project manager, on the other hand, contrasted the AI professor and stated that it 
must be regulations, laws, and rules, and believed that voluntary guidelines are not enough: 
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“At least not the ones that Facebook and Google have made, then I think we come out very 
bad. They are enormously powerful and adapt this so what suits them”. The informant argued 
that national rules would not help because the technology is international and not limited by 
national borders. If we have too strict national rules, the development will move to another 
place. The senior project manager concluded that the road should go through the EU and hope 
that Europe is a large enough market to be attractive to ensure that not everything is moved to 
other continents. When asked if there are any dangers in using regulations as opposed to 
ethical guidelines, the informant answered the following: 
 
“There is a danger that there will be less innovation, and too square rules may hinder 
innovation. Other dangers include the large and powerful players who are established and 
are the only ones who manage to comply with those rules in the end. (…) An unintended 
consequence of the wrong type or too complicated or too detailed rules can cement market 
power or market concentration, which can hinder development in the long run. Sector-
specific laws may be relevant.” 
–  The senior project manager 
 
Although some informants believed that regulations are necessary, other informants argued 
that neither regulations nor voluntary ethical guidelines are needed to steer the development 
in a desired direction. The XAI researcher, for example, stated that we cannot regulate 
“everything”. Since the law is developing too slowly, especially in a democracy, the 
informant proposed that we need an oath, as we have in medicine – “a kind of ethos for the 
professions. (…) something coordinating, but no volunteering, but also no regulation”. The 
XAI researcher’s main arguments were that we could not change the law every time a new 
wind blows, so the regulations should be a little slow even if it should have a stabilizing 
effect. However, now the technology is developing so fast that the best thing the regulations 
can do is choke fires, and that should not be the case either, because then the law will no 
longer protect us as it should. Furthermore, the informant argued that in some scenarios: “We 
don’t have the laws we need. In many cases, we lack laws, and in other cases, the laws we 
already have are too strict, or they fail as they may answer a different question than the ones 
we ask with AI”.  
 
The fear is that too much regulation will slow down development, but the XAI researcher 
believed it is a very short-term idea. In the long term, the informant argued, the development 
will be damaged by lack of regulation, which means it will be a bit the “Wild West” with a 
negative outcome, creating fear and perhaps a depression in the market. A good and balanced 
regulatory landscape actually facilitates good development. Moreover, the XAI researcher had 
the following remarks:  
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“The privacy laws are formulated so vaguely that it is completely atmospheric, but there is 
the idea that it should be used even when those who wrote it could not imagine. The idea was 
to make it vague. The problem is that the interpretive responsibility lands on those who will 
use it, and there are small startups that cannot afford it, so then the big companies interpret it 
in their favor. We need to have some basic research in law on how to solve this. Because it is 
an inherent problem caused by the nature of law, it is not a practical problem. (…) One must 
invest resources in making and interpreting good laws. This requires interdisciplinary 
competence; lawyers don’t know what technologists need and what technology can do, and 
technologists cannot interpret regulations. We are at an exciting place where there is 
something the law has not seen before and something the technologists have not seen before. 
We are on two research fronts simultaneously, so I think we should spend more money on 
Ph.D. studies for lawyers who want to immerse and engage themselves in AI. We have to 
create the skills needed to deal with it, and it is not easy.” 
- The XAI researcher  
 
Not surprisingly, the importance of ethics was particularly emphasized by the ethicist. The 
informant argued that ethics set some core values at the bottom that are concretized with laws 
at the top. However, we also need to discuss what the good life is, which is at the core of 
ethics. Privacy is not enough; it is just a concretization of some fundamental values, so we 
need ethics as well, the informant argued. What was particularly interesting in the interview 
with the ethicist was the reflections on how we should deal with what is not yet regulated: 
 
“Within international law, it is Martens Clause, a principle that says something about what 
has not yet been regulated. If it should have been regulated, then the principles that should 
have been there apply. It's a nice dynamic. Because it doesn’t mean that it is not regulated, 
because you should know better because it should have been regulated, so then the rule still 
applies. This kind of thinking is very constructive concerning technology. We have some 
principles, and they apply even if it has not been specified that they apply to this particular 
technology because it didn’t exist when the law was made. So, there are some good models. 
It's not like we're a vacuum historically. We can use these models to develop international 
laws and standards”. 
- The ethicist 
 
According to regulator 1, there are those who believe that rules and regulations will 
consistently reduce Europe’s competitiveness compared to unregulated markets. On the other 
hand, the ethicist argued that it requires much ethical reflection if you are to abide by the 
laws: 
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“Following the Cambridge Analytica scandal, Mark Zuckerberg argued for Congress that 
when you do something as innovative as has never been done before in history, it’s impossible 
not to go wrong. That argument cannot always be used. Could you know better? Could you 
consider that this user data was actually correct to share even if you get a lot of money for it? 
Here, the fundamental ethical principles are very important in this space that we now have 
between possible technology and already applied legislation.” 
- The ethicist  
 
 
Summary: The analysis shown that some, but not all, informants consider that AI regulation 
is needed. This reflects the literature review. Oaths and Martens clause in international law 
was proposed as a regulatory mechanism in areas with a lack of regulation. New 
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5.0 Discussion  
 
5.1 Introduction  
In this chapter, the essence of the findings from the data analysis will be discussed6 and 
compared against the theoretical and conceptual research reviewed in chapter 2 to lay the 
foundation for the main conclusion for the research question. Furthermore, the chapter will 
examine similarities and differences between the research and the findings in this study.  
 
Finding 1: Discrimination and power imbalances are considered the biggest 
dangers with AI  
The first finding showed that discrimination in various forms may be an unwanted side effect 
and hence is a significant risk with AI. This finding reflects previous research, e.g., Burr and 
Cristianini 2019; Floridi et al. 2018; O'Neil 2016, Schönberger and Cukier 2013; Ntoutsi et al. 
2020. Findings suggest that the Norwegian AI professionals agree with the previous research 
regarding the danger that algorithms detect some patterns and amplify them. AI uses a large 
quantitative of human-generated data to recognize patterns correlated with a successful result. 
In the era of social media and big data, there is an increasing number of datasets to train AI 
models. However, hidden in these vast pools of data are remarkable opportunities to run off 
the rails as the data may be imprecise, labeled incorrectly, or contain human biases that reflect 
inequalities deeply rooted in our society, such as biases related to gender, socio-economic 
status, or skin color. Humans are not objective and not always fair, nor do we always make 
the right classification or predictions. When AI models are fed with human-generated data, 
they are provided with the same mistakes and errors that humans do. For instance, Kelleher 
and Tierney (2018) wrote about how AI extracts patterns in the data, but if the data encode 
prejudicial relationships, the algorithm is likely to identify this pattern and base its outputs on 
the pattern. One of the informants argued that this is the biggest problem as these algorithms 
may steer society in an undesired direction as it can exacerbate discrimination. Similarly, 
Wang and Siau (2018) recognized that the most significant factor that may give rise to ethical 
issues is human bias that may be inherited by AI. The informants underlined that as AI 
systems are being trained by humans and use datasets made by humans, existing biases may 
be learned by AI systems and displayed in real applications. One might even say that 
algorithms are great mirrors of our society. Research has shown that if an algorithm is racists 
or discriminates towards certain groups, it is only because the data used to train it was biased 
as well. The data is then a mirror of how we tend to reason and speak. Hence, it’s crucial that 
AI systems are fed with unbiased data that is truly representative of a population.  
 
6 Note that the findings are not represented in chronological order. This is because the interview guide is followed to reflect 
the literature review. 
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Academia, governments, and industries are now (to a certain degree) aware of these issues 
and have developed frameworks and guidelines to ensure that AI builds on human values. 
Yet, there is no silver bullet. Even though we are getting better at detecting and mitigating 
fairness challenges, it is not just a technical problem; it is also a societal problem. Thus, AI 
systems must be considered as part of an increasingly complex socio-technical reality 
(Dignum 2019). Research suggests governance mechanisms such as human oversight, 
humans-in-the-loop (HITL) or society-in-the-loop (SITL) as in Rahwan (2018), to help ensure 
that an AI system does not undermine fundamental rights. The OECD and the EU 
acknowledge such approaches to prevent bias and discrimination. To achieve trustworthy AI, 
the EU advices to have human intervention by using HITL-mechanisms as they can safeguard 
against unforeseen consequences of AI.  
 
Moreover, several informants mentioned power imbalance as a challenge which AI actually 
may accelerate. This notion was also found in the previous research. Harvard Professor 
Shoshana Zuboff is considered one of the world's most innovative "business thinkers" and 
addressed these power concerns in her concept Surveillance capitalism. In Zuboff’s theory, 
surveillance has been changing power structures in the data economy, potentially shifting the 
balance of power further from nations and towards large corporations employing the 
surveillance capitalist logic (Zuboff 2019), which she currently believes is done by Google, 
Facebook, Apple, Microsoft and Amazon. In Surveillance capitalism, Zuboff claims that 
Google and Facebook invented “a new logic of accumulation,” which entailed gathering vast 
numbers of data points about their users with the core purpose of making a profit through 
advertising. In Zuboff’s research, the “Big 5” tech companies collect, and control quantitates 
of data about user behaviour which they turn into products and services. Zuboff's work has 
been influential and acknowledged by many in the tech industry, as well as in law, philosophy 
and in the political community. As an example, the Norwegian government (specifically the 
Ministry of Culture) has also recognized the importance of Zuboff's message. In a 2-hour 
meeting in October 2020, Zuboff explained to the Norwegian government how the hidden and 
sophisticated use of our data not only provides tailored content and advertising but also how it 
has become a tool for predicting and influencing our behaviour, both as customers, citizens 
and voters (Norwegian Ministry of Culture 2020).  
 
The AI informants seem to agree with Zuboff’s assessment. Since we are talking about a 
technology that can predict the future, it's essential to recognize the power dynamics in play, 
which can influence society, governments, businesses, and the future of privacy if not 
addressed and discussed appropriately. The literature and the informants agree that there is a 
legitimate fear that the power of AI will disproportionately benefit the already powerful. They 
agree that the market concentration can give large superpowers to some and not to others. In a 
similar approach, Professor Coeckelbergh (2020) discuss how democracy is endangered 
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because power is concentrated among a small number of large corporations. He argues that 
this is problematic on several layers; by profiling users, these large corporations centralize 
power at the indirect cost of democracy and infrastructure, challenging a more equitable 
society. This statement is also reflected in Müller (2020).  
 
We live in a digital world with “free” online services. But when something is apparently free 
online, Zuboff argue that we are not the customers, but the product; we believe that the 
services are free, while in reality we pay with personal information. Are we heading towards a 
more of an Orwellian 1984 world where “Big Brother” is constantly watching? The focal 
point for Zuboff is that we must not lose our humanity on the road to an even more digital 
everyday life. To avoid that, we must gain control and personal ownership of our data. We 
must be angry because Surveillance capitalism is trampling on our human dignity, she says. 
Although these words might sound too dramatic for many, Zuboff's message must be taken 
seriously. So why are we not responding? Because we have become addicted, she argues. It is 
primarily young people who are vulnerable, who also pay the highest price, writes Zuboff. 
The (over)use of social media triggers mental disorders among the users, but due to addiction 
– without understanding it themselves. 
 
Like Surveillance capitalism, early industrial capitalism also had a form of contract between 
labor and capital. Zuboff's theory is how today's technology giants exploit the inner emotional 
life in the same way that industrial capitalism exploited the body and nature. Not only do 
Google and Facebook profit from selling predictions about our behavior, but also, as Zuboff 
warn about: they have found that the best way to predict our behavior is to shape it. Mayer-
Schonberger and Cukier (2013) argues that the data collections nowadays is in the process of 
datafication; transforming information about all digital tracks into a data format to make it 
quantified. We should be aware about this because this can allow the information to be used 
in new ways, e.g., predictive analysis. The research team in Kramer et al. (2014) showed how 
emotions expressed by others on Facebook influence our own emotions, constituting 
experimental evidence for massive-scale contagion via social networks. Professor Nemitz 
(2018) timely stresses the need to discuss this new power dynamic. 
 
The analysis shows that the main risks are bias that can be amplified in the AI system’s result 
and how AI can magnify inequalities and naturalize hierarchies in the balance of power in 
society. Power is always under the surface. As stated by Johnson (2019), “power in AI is like 
gravity, an invisible force that influences every consideration of ethics in AI”. This discussion 
is critical because power provides the means to influence which issues to prioritize, which use 
cases to include, and who the tools, products, and services are made to serve (Johnson 2019). 
This implies that the public debate around AI has to be focused on these actual risk and 
dangers. Previous research has shown how bias in the data already have found its ways to AI 
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systems used for decision-making. This is why this debate is an important civic education. 
However, we need both AI professionals and members of the public advocating from the 
standpoint of the vulnerable in society. To inform and raise awareness on the current 
understanding of ethical AI, this must be discussed in the public room. We need to be able to 
empower citizens to participate in the ethical AI debate. This can move the conversation 
forward in constructive ways. The AI development cannot be left to technologists who are 
constantly pushing the boundaries of what technology can do. This concerns significant 
societal challenges and must be solved by individuals, groups, and organizations in close 
interaction. The ethical discussion of AI is too important to be left to the industry alone. 
 
 
Finding 3: The challenging transparency balance   
Transparency is a fundamental principle of ethical AI and has increasingly been highlighted 
by researchers, company policies, and regulatory development. However, this principle has 
also triggered discussions due to two central challenges. First, the challenge of black boxes; if 
an AI system is insufficiently transparent, it may be impossible to identify bias in its 
reasoning and output. Some algorithmic models use deep neural networks which often consist 
of thousands of digital neurons. These self-learning algorithms consist of a whole body where 
no single factors are decisive alone. In the same way that we perceive our own decisions 
when they are based on judgment or intuition; the sum of the assessments and the interaction 
between them is crucial. Therefore, we may have to accept that some decisions made by 
certain algorithms, in simplicity, cannot be justified. Many AI researchers see this as one of 
the biggest challenges for AI in the future, and there are several attempts to address solutions, 
e.g., XAI. The second challenge is proper insights into the algorithmic codes that many 
corporations consider their trade secrets and hence crucial to preserve valuable intellectual 
property and competitiveness. This, Professor Pasquale (2016) argues, makes it practically 
impossible to test whether the judgments are fair, valid and honest. This challenging 
balancing interest between fair algorithms and companies' competitive advantages has led 
researchers and policymakers to disagree on how far the demand for transparency should 
extend. 
 
Considering the case of the COMPAS algorithm, which predicts if defendants are likely to re-
offend, mentioned in chapter 2.0. In 2018, the Norwegian Board of Technology and an expert 
group published a report on AI in Norway, addressing the social challenges that the COMPAS 
algorithm can create and state that this type of problem will become a major concern in the 
future if the responsible parties are no longer able or willing to explain how a decision was 
taken. The algorithms become black boxes that instead conceals the assessments, 
uncertainties and choices on which their decisions are based (The Norwegian Board of 
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Technology 2018). As an example, the police in Oslo have established a separate AI group to 
investigate how the Norwegian police may utilize technology by e.g., averting crime by 
combining video surveillance, AI and machine learning (Leveraas and Dataforeningen 2019). 
Although it is positive that AI can facilitate certain tasks in the judiciary, we should be critical 
of leaving complex assessments, such as risk of recurrence, to machines. Joseph 
Weizenbaum, one of the fathers of modern AI, argued already in 1976 that AI technology 
should not be used to replace people in positions that require care and respect, such as a judge 
or a police officer (Weizenbaum 1976). Penal provision is too multifaceted to be left to AI 
alone.  
 
In 2017, one of the informants (an AI researcher with a clear public voice) wrote in a column 
that systems like COMPAS increase legal certainty and that «AI will be better at making such 
decisions than humans. AI is not biased or racist (although there are some examples of just 
that). It does not get tired after a long working day or is in a bad mood. (...). It just works».7 
The informant highlighted that AI is an artefact without prejudices. This viewpoint is contrary 
to the researchers who argue that AI is not value-neutral (Dignum 2019). One of the worst 
examples of this was documented in O’Neil (2016), referring to chapter 2.0. Scholars have 
thus called for algorithmic accountability to improve understanding of biases in algorithms 
and their effect on society (e.g., Ntoutsi et al. 2020).  
 
The GDPR article 5(1a) states that data controllers are required to process personal data 
lawfully, fairly and transparently. However, the EU Commission aspires to make the 
transparency principle even stronger. In April 2021, the EU Commission published the first-
ever legal framework to regulate AI in Europe. The transparency principle was mentioned 24 
times in the 108-page document. This new proposed regulation emphasizes that certain AI 
systems intended for the administration of justice and democratic processes should be 
classified as high-risk, considering their potentially significant impact on democracy, the rule 
of law, individual freedoms as well as the right to an effective remedy and a fair trial. Such 
high-risk AI systems should be designed and developed in such a way to ensure that their 
operation is sufficiently transparent to enable users to interpret the system’s output. This 
means that AI systems categorized as high risk (e.g., the COMPAS algorithm) will be subject 
to strict regulation. Furthermore, the EU will specifically protect vulnerable people. This 
means that transparency will be even more essential in the coming years.  
 
Two of the informants argued how fairness is not well defined as this depends entirely on 
what and who we want to protect. This lack of agreement on definition of fairness challenges 
the transparency principle, they argued. The ethicist explained that the fact that an algorithm 
 
7 The specific source is not disclosed due to the anonymity of the informant. 
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is explanatory will not guarantee it being ethical. But by trusting the data based on past 
practices, how can we expect the algorithms to be fair? We cannot, O’Neill (2016) argues; we 
have to check for fairness. Algorithms can be interrogated by using what O’Neil calls 
algorithmic audit. Several informants supported this. The XAI researcher argued that as long 
as no rule says we must be fair in one way or another, it makes no sense to enforce it, and 
thus, regulations or audits must be in place, particularly for algorithms informing decisions 
that significantly impact people’s lives. Implementing algorithm audits, however, can help 
gaining more trust from users. The informants suggested that AI regulations should consider 
that the risk levels can range significantly from industry to industry. The EU has now taken 
this into account in the new AI regulations and listed several “high-risk AI”.  
 
The priority should be that AI systems are well aligned with human values. As the EU points 
out in its guidelines, we must always document that the use of a given algorithm leads to 
better decisions than before - at least before we can make them standard tools. But 
incorporating ethics into all aspects of development from technicians, developers, 
manufacturers to decision-makers can help shape the technology we want, making society 
better. Obviously, this is no easy job. This is why we need ethics in AI.  
 
 
So why do all this matter? 
Findings from the empirical data indicate that this matter i.a. because algorithms are used to 
support enforcement of authority. AI and ethics are important because AI is already 
omnipresent in our everyday lives, jobs, and societies. We need to be aware of our 
responsibility for the ways that we are deploying and using these systems. The balance 
between fairness, privacy and transparency is an important discussion. Both Pasquale (2015) 
and Zuboff (2019) describe how internet companies collect more and more data on their users 
and convert it into scores, rankings and risk calculations – and oppose regulations. The 
problem is that these proprietary algorithms by which they do so are immune from public 
scrutiny, except on the rare occasions when a whistleblower litigates. Important corporate 
actors have unprecedented knowledge of our daily lives. At the same time, we know little to 
nothing about how they use this knowledge to influence decisions. The companies controlling 
these processes are some of the most profitable, dynamic and important parts of our economy 
(Pasquale 2015). However, these tech giants do all this in the shadows. To meet this 
challenge, the informants proposed implementing regulatory audit requirements in the same 
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Finding 6: Different views over regulatory challenges 
One of the challenges of regulating technologies is that the regulator or legislator cannot fully 
predict what the technology will change. Hence, regulators often get stuck in a limbo of too 
much, too late or too narrow regulation. These alternatives have caused a lot of legal and 
academic discussion. The steps that have been taken in Europe for AI is to set ethics at the 
center of the process. Rather than telling organizations what they can and cannot do, the EU 
has published ethical guidelines in terms of what organizations should do. However, such 
efforts have led many researchers to call AI ethics “toothless”. Rességuier and Rodrigues 
(2020) for example, described how the teeth of AI ethics are largely ineffective, trapped in an 
'ethical principles approach' that remains vague and hard to implement. Seen through this 
lens, there is a risk of falling into the trap of “ethics washing,” where superficial promises 
replace real actions. Several researchers support this claim as many believe that high-level 
ethical AI principles can often be ambiguous and difficult to translate into everyday practices 
(e.g., Mittelstadt 2019). Moreover, the analysis shows that the informants acknowledge that 
voluntary ethical guidelines are not enough. To challenge this 'ethical principles approach', 
the XAI researcher proposed that we need an oath as we have in medicine. However, it might 
be that such oaths too will fall into the category of ethics washing as described by Rességuier 
and Rodrigues (2020) because after all; it is just a promise, not a guarantee.  
 
The analysis shows that the Norwegian AI professionals have different assessments on AI 
regulation and thus no consensus. Nevertheless, a recurring theme was that regulation can 
prevent innovation if being too strict or not considering sector-specific use. However, 
Dignum (2019) argued that the fear of regulation hampering innovation is too short-sighted; 
without clear regulation, we will not understand the values and requirements behind AI 
systems. The XAI researcher was the only of the informants who made the same statement, 
and also added that a good regulatory landscape consequently facilitates good ethical AI 
development. Nevertheless, an interesting finding was the AI professor's view on regulation; 
he did not believe that regulation can steer specific technologies in the desired direction and 
justified this by noting we are not allowed to discriminate regardless of technology, and thus 
no further regulation is needed. In contrast, the XAI researcher believed that we do not have 
the laws needed; the ones we have are either too strict or fail as they may answer different 
question than the ones asked with AI. Similar observations as the AI professor were still not 
found in the literature reviewed. This may be because Norway's anti-discrimination 
jurisdiction may be stricter than in most other countries. 
 
By collecting empirical data from interviews with the Norwegian AI professionals, one 
observes that AI regulation is a highly debated topic. The XAI researcher agreed with the 
controversial claim that AI ethics is just a “mark narrative” invented by the industry to avoid 
regulation. This reflects Müller (2020), who argued that there is a tendency for businesses to 
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“just talk” about ethics and then do some ethics washing to maintain a good public image - 
and then continue as before. The XAI researcher stated that the industry's primary goal is to 
make money, not to be ethical. This informant highlights notions that are reflected in the 
study of Rességuier and Rodrigues (2020) who stated that ethics are particularly prone to 
manipulation by the industry. Furthermore, the fact that the industry takes social 
responsibility by developing ethical guidelines is just supernatural because it’s always money 
or a good reputation that is the motive, is also discussed in Mittelstadt (2019). Mittelstadt 
argued that AI companies committing themselves to ethical principles would provide 
policymakers with a reason not to pursue regulation. Statements like that ethics is the new 
industry self-regulation (Wagner 2018) or a “marketing strategy” (Hagendorff 2020) were 
only deliberated by the XAI researcher.  
 
Moreover, the analysis shows that one of the regulators believes that we should wait to 
regulate AI until problematic incidents actually occur. This is not in line with Rességuier and 
Rodrigues (2020) who critically stated that it is now well recognized that things could go very 
wrong if AI is implemented without consideration for its potentially harmful impacts on 
individuals, communities, or society. By postponing, those responsible will escape the 
consequences; and the law will not be able to provide sound protection. It can also result in 
privacy violations, complaints and financial losses. 
 
While the research of Iphofen and Kritikos (2019) argued that effective regulation is 
“urgently necessary” for AI, two of the interviewed regulators emphasized that we already 
have i.a. the GDPR. The analysis supports approaches such as Value sensitive design and 
Privacy-by-design to align with the practical recommendations for developing technology. In 
line with Iphofen and Kritikos (2019) and Wagner (2018), one of the interviewed regulators 
proposed privacy-by-design as a form of embedded ethics and acting in accordance with the 
law as such approaches involves taking privacy considerations in all stages of the 
development. This will ensure that the systems comply with the GDPR privacy principles. 
Another method could be embedding ethics as in the three levels described by Dignum 
(2019).  
However, the AI professor expressed that, as a technologist, he does not want to think of 
ethics even though he admits that it should be a premise. It is conceivable that such a view 
can be found among several technologists. Many would argue that not considering ethics 
throughout all development phases is a short-sighted view. By not substantively addressing 
ethical issues, companies are gambling with user trust and encouraging regulation. Every 
stakeholder should do their part to ensure that ethical concerns are not neglected. In addition, 
we need regulations to set the boundaries. We cannot bypass ethics for two main reasons. 
First, if we want enterprises to do the right thing, we first need to define that – and that is an 
ethical question. Second, regulations by their nature cannot be very detailed (even though the 
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EU’s proposal for AI regulation is 108 pages) and answer every question that the practitioners 
face. Precisely for that reason, this study supports research that argues that corporate 
executives must integrate ethics into their organizational culture and business operations by 
methods such as Privacy-by-design, Value-sensitive design, or embedding ethics as in the 
three levels described by Professor Dignum.  
 
The analysis shows that the Norwegian AI professionals and the previous research have 
different assessments on AI regulation – but there is a common understanding that AI 
regulation is greenfield. However, there are deviating views on the urgency; some claim 
specific regulation should be prioritized, other believe we are fairly well covered through e.g., 
the GDPR. A third group believes that ethical frameworks and guidelines are not enough as 
this is a form of white-washing and sanction-less self-regulation to avoid further regulations.  
In 2016, the EU released draft guidelines on the protection of personal data, which is today’s 
GDPR. Ratified in 2018, it soon became the global standard. Several global companies have 
adopted the GDPR as a standard for their operations also elsewhere than Europe8.  
In April 2021, the EU proposed regulations and procedures for the use of AI systems. It takes 
a holistic risk-based approach and states the acceptable ethical standards to build trust with 
the citizenry and what is needed by innovators to be future-ready. Yet, it remains to see the 
timeline and how relevant the regulation will be - and if there will be competition not to be in 
the high-risk category. Although many, including some global actors, demand regulations, 
they will probably try to avoid parts of regulations too. However, the importance of AI 
regulations is that the industry will know what they are allowed to do and what not. This 
study supports the essential role of regulation to prevent harm to individuals and society and 
to create trust and confidence in AI and automated systems. 
 
Finding 2: The understanding of ethical AI is complex on several layers  
The analysis shows that it’s challenging to agree on a unified definition on ethical AI. 
However, some commonalities are still found between the informants and the reviewed 
literature. The interviewed regulators have based their understanding on the EU’s definition 
and their three components for trustworthy AI. Similarly, the senior project manager defines 
ethical AI as AI that avoids abuse of individuals' rights. All agree to the idea of humans, 
rather than political or commercial considerations, to be the focal point. 
 
The XAI researcher explained that AI ethics is not well defined because ethics is not 
universally defined. As the XAI researcher argued, the field of ethical AI is immature, and we 
have barely managed to identify that it is a problem. With the variety of understandings of 
 
8 For example, as part of his explanation to the US Congress regarding the Cambridge Analytica scandal, CEO Mark 
Zuckerberg said that Facebook will largely follow the GDPR for all its users worldwide, not just in the EU. 
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ethical AI, this study shows that defining the term is still a challenging task. This is mainly 
due to the ambiguous nature of ethics. This study has also identified some further issues.  
 
Issues with the ethical AI movement  
First, the whole field is built on complex, vague, and ambiguous concepts. For example, the 
understanding of fairness and ethical reasoning is different for political, cultural, economic, or 
social reasons. The famous “Moral Machine experiment”9 by Awad et al. (2018) confirmed 
this and also showed that aligning AI and human moral values is only possible when 
understanding the differences aforementioned. Due to the unclear nature of the concepts, it is 
challenging to use them as principles to develop ethical AI. Vakkuri and Abrahamsson (2018) 
also addressed this issue and argued that ethical AI is an interdisciplinary research area that 
covers a range of topics. Based on the nuances given by the informants and compared to the 
reviewed literature, it is safe to say that ethical AI is not well defined, and hence more 
research is needed to come to an agreement. In addition, as the literature review has shown, 
even the term artificial intelligence does not yet have an established definition. AI is an 
umbrella term used differently in diverse professions and domains. Without a common 
definition and understanding, it is challenging to decide the scope of regulation. This is why it 
is imperative to regulate the use of AI and not the system itself.  
Second, as noted, algorithms trained from biased datasets can create and even exacerbate 
discrimination against marginalized groups. To address these issues and to prevent further 
harm, an increasing number of organizations have developed principles, guidelines, and 
policy documents to set the boundaries. These initiatives have good intentions, but they have 
also been subject to criticism, as we have seen in this thesis. 
Third, the literature review has shown that ethical guidelines are not enough as they can be 
difficult to implement in practice. For example, researchers such as McNamara, Hagendorff, 
and Mittelstadt have studied guidance documents carefully and concluded that they do not 
change individual decision-making and claim that their usefulness remains to be 
demonstrated. This finding suggests that regulation is needed to control the development and 
use of AI.  
 
Like Rességuier and Rodrigues (2020), this study supports that it is time for ethics to reclaim 
its teeth. To do so, ethics and law should be used in parallel to complement each other. 
However, this will raise the following question: will further regulation create excess 
bureaucracy? We know that new regulations entail new obligations for companies. This takes 
us to the fourth issue with AI ethics. Comprehensive regulations such as the GDPR require 
 
9 In 2014, MIT Media Lab launched a viral online quiz where 40 million respondents from 233 countries answered questions 
about moral dilemmas of who to save and who to sacrifice in case of a self-driving car accident. The results showed clear 
connections between a country's socio-economic structure and the respondents' attitudes, e.g., the less equality in society, the 
more the respondent were likely to sacrifice poor over rich people. The study concludes that aligning AI and human moral 
values are challenging due to cultural and contextual differences (Awad et al. 2018). 
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both time and resources to comply. Often, it is the large companies that have the adaptability 
to this as they have the legal and financial resources. Smaller companies and start-ups thus 
risk struggling to follow on new obligations. In the last decade, we have seen new titles such 
as "Chief Information Officer, Compliance Officer, Privacy Officer, Data Protection Officer," 
and so on. These titles are rarely seen in smaller companies and hardly in start-ups. Yet, a 
regulation was desired from several stakeholders. On the other hand, it is difficult to agree on 
global rules for AI. Yet, the EU's work seems promising. As the analysis underlines, if Europe 
sets common requirements and regulations; this can significantly impact other countries to 
follow and set the same standards for their products and services outside the EU.  
 
The GDPR has been the most impactful law globally towards a more regulated data market. 
Whenever AI systems process personal data, the GDPR applies. However, it has been a lot of 
legal and academic discussion on whether the GDPR is sufficient for the complexities AI 
systems may cause. International governance will involve additional complexity, and as this 
study has discussed, different cultures have different understandings of terms, concepts and 
values. On the other hand, international governance also involves opportunities to discuss 
what these concepts mean in practice for the various cultures, share knowledge and ensure 
discrimination is avoided. Homogeneous groups have a greater chance of seeing their own 
needs and values, and therefore a multicultural collaboration will enable more critical 
thinking about AI development and use. Another critical factor in this discussion is how 
technology challenges politics in a completely different way. The rapid technological 
development means that the law will be lagging. The GDPR has a core principle in data 
subjects owning their own data. But many other countries have the opposite principle; the 
party who collects the data owns it. 
 
This study finds it gratifying that the EU now wants to regulate high-risk AI systems for i.a., 
law enforcement, democratic processes, education, migration, asylum, credit ratings, and 
recruitment processes. Many supports the idea of banning social credit systems. Such systems 
are in place in China, where citizens are ranked and classified according to how law-abiding 
they are. Critical voices and opposition claim China resembles George Orwell "1984" society. 
This social credit system act like invisible authorities with the power to change the lives of its 
citizens, looking at them through a one-way mirror. In Orwell's dystopian and increasingly 
relevant book, continuous surveillance is carried out by a dictatorial government, led by Big 
Brother, monitoring every step of the individuals. In contrast to Orwell's referring to 
authoritarian states (specifically Stalin´s Soviet socialism), this study has shown that the mega 
powers of today's society are large technology companies. 
 
Surveillance capitalism not only affects the search results and advertising we receive but 
maps and profiles the whole population with the potential to modernize behaviour (Zuboff 
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2019). The big tech companies can use this to predict what individuals are likely to feel, do 
and buy. Such data analysis provides knowledge of individuals' personality traits and makes it 
possible to adapt the marketing to be perceived as relevant and useful. Not only did Zuboff 
show that it can exploit people's vulnerabilities, but it can also be targeted at timings certain 
emotions are at its greatest. The Cambridge-Analytica scandal proved the possibility of 
manipulating individuals to take a particular political view through data analysis and 
behavioural psychology. Kosinski et al. (2013) and Müller (2020) argued that this challenge 
and threatens the individual's right to self-determination. The study by Foucault (1975) claims 
that the fear of surveillance will result in people ending up acting, thinking, and being the 
same for fear of being caught or punished, and called this phenomenon "dynamic 
normalization". Foucault argued that this is fundamentally undemocratic because it ends up 
eradicating free will and independent thinking, curbing our instinct to think for ourselves, 
behaving spontaneously and developing original impulses or ideas, and ultimately creating a 
society of “robots”. The informants also stressed purpose limitation as a key privacy 
challenge with AI. Most worrying about such practices is that deeply personal information is 
used, often completely unknown to the person, and in ways that are not necessarily in the 
user's interest. 
 
Both the concepts of Surveillance capitalism and Black boxes enable a skewed balance of 
power. The researchers behind these concepts claim that private internet giants are beginning 
to gain more power than the governing bodies. This concern was confirmed in the analysis 
with the informants. Many private internet giants, however, operate without proper 
transparency. Hence, a new form of critical thinking must be developed - increased 
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6.0 Implication 
 
This thesis’s purpose is to present a structured and holistic review of ethical AI from the 
perspective of the key principles of transparency, accountability, responsibility, fairness, 
privacy, and data governance, and thereby contribute to increased knowledge in this field. 
This is done based on (i) an analysis of relevant academic literature and (ii) by bringing 
together multiangled insight and viewpoints from several key informants within the field 
through dedicated interviews. 
 
The thesis suggests that there is an awareness gap between the perceived and actual (and 
potential) impact of the growing, omnipresent presence of AI. Potential negative effects 
include discrimination, violation of privacy, power concentration (which in turn may lead to 
abuse of market power). This implies AI may potentially affect a vast number of people 
globally, and hence an open and broad discussion should be facilitated in the common 
interest. This thesis is a voice in this discussion by bringing a condensed yet holistic 
overview. 
 
Furthermore, the thesis also explains that there is no commonly agreed definition of ethical AI 
and limited specific literature available in this field. This was underlined by the deviating 
views among the informants. More literature in this field may lead to a fairly mutual 
understanding of these intangible concepts, which again should help to structure and to make 
the discussion more accessible. 
 
Another critical point is the limited transparency in algorithms and the deviating views on the 
need for governmental regulation and audit. Again, this implicates the need for a discussion, 
not necessarily on the concrete measures, but on the desired output. 
Consistently, this thesis argues how AI is a field with a high potential to affect people’s 
everyday lives, which must be guided by an ethical compass. This thesis is a tiny piece in the 
puzzle to building a basis for facilitating a discussion on a subject that will – or already do – 
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7.0 Conclusion 
Based on the academic literature and empirical findings from semi-structured interviews with 
Norwegian AI professionals, this study suggests the following main reasons: 
 
This thesis’ research question: How can Ethical AI be understood from the perspective of the 
key principles of transparency, accountability, responsibility, fairness, privacy, and data 
governance? is addressed by discussing and breaking down these six principles. 
 
Transparency is vital to understanding how AI works and produce a given outcome. Sound 
transparency builds trust, while “black box” issues may lead to negative effects like 
discrimination and power imbalances. Similarly, trade secrets must be considered and e.g., 
third party algorithm audits may solve this challenge. The conclusion indicates a clear need 
for transparency, yet a balanced approach to transparency should be applied. 
 
Accountability refers to the ability to report and be reviewed on one’s own role. 
Accountability is a cornerstone of human interaction and trust within both unwritten and 
written rules; it forms the base for formal and informal concepts like punishment, 
reconciliation and forgiveness. Accountability is an absolute requirement in the judicial 
system. Hence, accountability is imperative for ethical AI – if e.g., an AI controlled process 
leads to casualties, there is no use in sentencing a faceless algorithm to jail, but the people 
behand should held accountable. 
 
Responsibility refers to the duty to answer for one’s action. Hence, accountability is a 
prerequisite for responsibility, and these closely linked concepts are central to the 
understanding of fairness and justice in most cultures. For ethical AI, responsibility is a key to 
building trust and serves as a contract between the consumer and the AI interface. As AI must 
build on fundamental human values, at the end of the line a physical person must be hold the 
responsible for the AI right and wrongdoings. 
 
Fairness will keep people free from bias, discrimination and stigmatization. In this field, the 
greatest threat will be either undesired attitudes coded as input (people) or poorly constructed 
algorithms (technology). The conclusion indicates a dual and focus on both these input 
factors. 
 
Privacy is a basic right where the true value is disclosed only when it is violated. AI provides 
completely new and close to limitless methods of surveillance (at the cost of privacy). The 
conclusion indicates this accelerating development must be met with proper regulation, 
possibly supported by self-regulation, without risking whitewashing.  
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Data governance is the proper management for data resources and include processes as 
human oversights, HITL and SITL approaches ensure AI systems are not undermining 
fundamental rights. The conclusion states a proper data governance is needed to make sure 
theory works in practice. 
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Appendix 2: Short history of AI 
 
AI’s rise to fame has neither been a straight line nor a short ride. When examining AI's 
history, it became clear that AI development has gone through ups and downs, winters, and 
hype periods. The history of AI may be briefly summarized in the following overlapping 
stages. One of the most cited publications within AI – “Artificial Intelligence,  A Modern 
Approach” – by Russell and Norvig (2016) will thus be used as a primary source for these 
section. 
 
The maturation of artificial intelligence (1943–1955) 
Foundations of neural networks established by Warren McCulloch and Walter Pitts, drawing 
parallels between the brain and computing machines (University of Queensland 2019). 
Several early examples of work can be characterized as AI, but Alan Turing’s vision was 
perhaps the most influential. He gave lectures on the topic as early as 1947 at the London 
Mathematical Society and articulated a clear agenda in his 1950 article “Computing 
Machinery and Intelligence” (Turing 1950). Therein, he introduced the Turing Test, machine 
learning, genetic algorithms, and reinforcement learning (Russell and Norvig 2016). 
 
The birth of artificial intelligence (1956)  
The Dartmouth College is considered as the official birthplace of the field. Professor and 
computer scientist John McCarthy, computer scientist Marvin Minsky, mathematician Claude 
Shannon, and computer scientist Nathaniel Rochester organized a two-month workshop at 
Dartmouth in the summer of 1956. The Dartmouth workshop did not lead to any 
breakthroughs, but it did introduce all the major figures to each other. For the next 20 years, 
the field would be dominated by these people and their students and colleagues at MIT, CMU, 
Stanford, and IBM (Russell and Norvig 2016). 
 
Early enthusiasm, high expectations; the "Look, Ma, no hands!" era (1952–1969) 
The intellectual beliefs focused on the idea that “a machine can never do X.” AI researchers 
naturally responded by demonstrating one X after another (Russell & Norvig, 2016). At IBM, 
co-workers produced some of the first AI programs, the Logic Theorist by Newell and Simon 
(1956), which proved multiple mathematical theorems using symbolic logic. IBM employees 
disproved the idea that computers can only do what they are told: their program quickly 
learned to play a better game than its creators. The program was demonstrated on television in 
February 1956, creating a strong impression. ELIZA, a natural language program, is created. 
ELIZA handled dialogue on any topic; similar in concept to today’s chatbots (University of 
Queensland 2019). Because of many such accomplishments, John McCarthy referred to this 
period as the "Look, Ma, no hands!" era (Russell and Norvig, 2016). 
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A dose of reality: critiques, disappointments and financial setbacks led to the first AI 
winter (1966–1979)  
From the inception, AI researchers had confident about making predictions of their future 
successes. Concrete predictions were made:  i.a. within 10 years, a computer would be a chess 
champion. This prediction came true within 40 years rather than 10. In the late 1960s, AI 
researcher H.A. Simon said that machines will be capable within 20 years of doing any work 
a man can do. Marvin Minsky believed that within one generation, the problem of creating AI 
will be substantially solved. AI researchers' overconfidence was due to the promising 
performance of early AI systems on simple examples. However, in almost all cases, these 
early systems turned out to fail miserably when tried out on more comprehensive selections of 
problems and more complex issues. This period would eventually become known as the first 
AI winter (1973) (Russell and Norvig, 2016), where the field was the subject to many 
critiques, disappointments and financial setbacks. The early high expectations were not met. 
According to Floridi (2020) an AI winter is that stage when technology, business, and the 
media get out of their warm and comfortable bubble, cool down, temper their sci-fi 
speculations and unreasonable hypes, and come to terms with what AI can or cannot do as a 
technology without exaggeration. AI has had several winters. Among the most significant, 
there was one in the late 1970s and another at the late 1980s. 
 
From AI winter to AI boom and then came the second AI winter (1982-1987)  
A new form of AI took over, called expert systems. These systems were adopted by 
corporations all over the world as knowledge became the focus of mainstream AI research. AI 
was now back in the spotlight and again praised for its successes. In 1981, the Japanese 
announced the “Fifth Generation” project, a 10-year plan to build intelligent computers 
running Prolog (a programming language composed of logical inferences). Other countries 
quickly responded with their projects, and large-scale funding in the AI world had returned. 
The United States formed a research consortium designed to assure national competitiveness, 
and Britain next followed by funding their research efforts. However, in all three countries, 
the projects never met their ambitious goals (Russell and Norvig 2016). The AI industry grew 
from a few million dollars in 1980 to billions of dollars in 1988, including hundreds of 
companies building expert systems, vision systems, robots, and software and hardware 
specialized for these purposes. Shortly after, in the late 1980s, came a period known as the 
second AI winter, in which many companies fell outside since they failed to deliver 
unreasonable promises. Some influential founders of AI, including John McCarthy and 
Marvin Minsky, expressed discontent with AI's progress. They believed that AI should put 
less emphasis on creating ever-improved versions of applications that are good at a specific 
task, such as driving a car, playing chess, or recognizing speech. Instead, they believed AI 
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should return to its roots of striving for “machines that think, that learn, and that 
creates"(McCarthy et al. 1955; Russell and Norvig 2016). 
 
AI becomes an industry (1980–present) and the availability of very large data sets 
(2001–present)  
Researchers shows that certain techniques perform even better as the amount of data 
increases. This was the period when researchers suggest that the "knowledge bottleneck" in 
AI can be solved in many applications by learning methods instead of hand-coded knowledge 
techniques, provided that the learning algorithms have enough data to continue. In 1997, 
IBM’s computer program Deep Blue beats world chess champion Garry Kasparov (Kaplan 
and Haenlein 2019). In 2002, iRobot launces Roomba, an autonomous vacuum cleaner that 
avoids obstacles. In 2009, Google builds the first self-driving car to handle urban conditions 
(University of Queensland 2019). In 2011, IBM’s Watson defeats champions of US game 
show Jeopardy! (IBM 2011). From 2011-2014, personal assistant like Siri, Google Now, 
Cortana use speech recognition to answer questions and perform simple tasks (University of 
Queensland 2019). In 2016, AlphaGo, a program developed by Google, was able to beat the 
professional world champion, Lee Sedol, in the board game Go, 4-1 (Kaplan and Haenlein 
2019). By 2018, most technical universities have courses on artificial intelligence (University 
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Appendix 3: National and corporate Ethical AI 
guidelines  
- Argentina: The Argentinian ministry of education, culture, science and technology is 
developing a national AI plan. 
- Australia:  has dedicated $29.9 million in the country’s annual budget to promote and guide 
the development of AI. 
- Austria: Austria has an advisory Robot Council that is developing a national AI strategy. 
- Brazil: Brazil is creating eight AI laboratories and has adopted the OECD AI Principles. 
- Canada: Canada has a national AI strategy called the Pan-Canadian Artificial Intelligence 
Strategy. 
- Chile: Chile created an expert committee that is developing a National AI Policy. 
- China: China has a national AI strategy, defined under the “New Generation Artificial 
Intelligence Development Plan.” 
- Denmark: Denmark has a digital strategy that includes a focus on AI along with other 
technologies. 
- Estonia: Estonia is developing a legal framework for the use of AI in its country, including a 
bill on AI liability. 
- Finland: Finland has an Artificial Intelligence Programme guided by a steering group under 
the Ministry of Economic Affairs and Employment. 
- France: France has a national strategy for AI called “AI for Humanity,” which is outlined in 
the “Villani Report”. 
- Germany: The German Government adopted its Artificial Intelligence Strategy in November 
2018. 
- India: India defined a national policy on AI in a working paper titled, “National Strategy for 
Artificial Intelligence #AIforAll.” 
- Ireland: The Irish government has hosted AI workshops and launched a national AI Masters 
program. 
- Italy: Italy has an interdisciplinary AI Task Force launched by the Agency for Digital Italy. 
- Japan: Japan has an “Artificial Intelligence Technology Strategy” and has also included AI in 
its “integrated innovation strategy.” 
- Kenya: The Kenyan government created a Blockchain & Artificial Intelligence task force. 
- Lithuania: The Lithuanian Artificial Intelligence Strategy was released April 2019. 
- Malaysia: The Malaysian government is developing a National Artificial Intelligence 
Framework, and establishing Digital Transformation Labs. 
- Mexico: The Mexican government supported the creation of the white paper, “Towards an AI 
Strategy in Mexico: Harnessing the AI Revolution.” 
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- Netherlands: The Netherlands launched the Strategic Action Plan for Artificial Intelligence in 
October 2019. 
- New Zealand: New Zealand has an AI Forum to connect and advance the country’s AI 
ecosystem. 
- Norway: Norway published a National Strategy for Artificial Intelligence in January 2020. 
- Poland: Poland launched the Artificial Intelligence Development Policy in Poland for 2019–
2027. 
- Russia: The President of the Russian Federation released a national AI strategy in October 
2019. 
- Saudi Arabia: Saudi Arabia established a government agency called the Saudi Data and 
Artificial Intelligence Authority in August 2019. 
- Serbia: The Government of the Republic of Serbia adopted the Strategy for the Development 
of Artificial Intelligence in the Republic of Serbia. 
- Singapore: launched a National AI Strategy in November 2019 and has a national AI program 
called AI Singapore. 
- South Korea: South Korea has an Artificial Intelligence Information Industry Development 
Strategy. 
- Spain: Spain published an AI RDI strategy March 2019. 
- Sweden: The Swedish government has released a “National Approach for Artificial 
Intelligence.” 
- Tunisia: Tunisia has created an AI Task Force and Steering Committee to develop a national 
AI strategy. 
- United Arab Emirates: The UAE has a national strategy for AI and was the first country to 
name an AI Minister. 
- United States of America: The US launched the American AI Initiative February 2019. 
- United Kingdom: The UK government launched a Sector Deal for AI to advance the UK’s 
ambitions in AI consistent with its Industrial Strategy, and taking into account the advice of 
the Parliament’s Select Committee on AI. 
- Uruguay: Uruguay’s industry, mining and energy ministry launched a public consultation of 
Artificial Intelligence for the Digital Government in April 2019 and is developing a strategy 
based upon its findings.  
 
Source: https://futureoflife.org/national-international-ai-strategies/ (accessed November 9th 
2020) 
 
- In April 2018, the Norwegian Data Protection Authority published a report discussing AI 
against privacy and methods for safeguarding privacy in the development and use of AI.  
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- In June 2018, Google published its AI principles to set their commitment to develop AI 
technology responsibly and establish specific application areas they will not pursue. 
- In November 2018, the Norwegian Board of Technology published a report on AI 
opportunities and challenges and argued that Norway needs a strategy as AI advances.  
- In April 2019, the EU Commission set up an independent High-Level Expert Group on 
Artificial Intelligence (AI HLEG) to develop guidelines and principles on how to use and 
leverage trustworthy AI to build a positive impact on Europe. The AI HLEG is a group of 52 
experts bringing together representatives from academia, civil society, as well as industry 
appointed by the EU commission to support the implementation of the European Strategy on 
AI (AI4EU.eu 2020).  Among the expert group is twenty professors from technical fields, 
engineers, AI researchers in the Google Brain team and even PhD doctors from companies 
such as SAP. A complementary list of the experts is found in 10.  
- In May 2019, 42 countries signed up to the OECD AI principles, which aim to promote 
innovative and trustworthy AI that respect human rights and democratic values.  
- In June 2020, 14 governments and the EU joined together to create the Global Partnership on 
Artificial Intelligence (GPAI), an initiative to support the responsible development and use of 
AI. These governmental agreements highlight the increasing recognition that it is not just 
enough to develop and implement AI. Governments must ensure that AI is used responsibly 
(Oxford Insights 2020). 
- In January 2020, Norway published a national strategy for AI, which one of five chapters was 
dedicated to ethical, responsible and trustworthy AI.  
 
- In January 2018, Microsoft published its “Ethical principles for AI”.  
- In May 2018, Facebook announced a tool to search for bias called “Fairness Flow”  
- In September 2018, IBM announced a tool called “AI Fairness 360,” designed to “check for 
unwanted bias in datasets and machine learning models” (Kind 2020). 
 
 
10 https://ec.europa.eu/futurium/en/european-ai-alliance/ai-hleg-steering-group-european-ai-alliance  
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Appendix 4: Interview guide  
 
The interviews consisted of 19 questions. All questions are rooted in ethical AI theory and 
research. 
 
Theme 1: ethics and responsibility  
1. What is your understanding of ethical AI? What is your understanding of responsible AI? 
2. What do you think are the most important ethical issues and the following social 
consequences we now face in society? What do you think is the most significant danger 
with AI?  
3. AI strategy page 8: “The Government wants Norway to lead the way in developing and 
using AI with respect for individual rights and freedoms. In Norway, AI will be based on 
ethical principles, respect for privacy and data protection”. How do you think this can be 
practiced? 
4. Ethics and values are culturally sensitive. What do you think is the best way to implement 
ethical and responsible AI? 
5. Which considerations are most important when implementing AI? 
 
Theme 2: transparency  
6. How can we balance potential conflicts of interest between fair algorithms and companies' 
profit optimization? Or asked in another way: How can we ensure that algorithms are fair, 
especially when they are owned by companies and are not available for public scrutiny? 
7. How can we balance potential conflicts of interest between transparency and intellectual 
property (trade secrets)? 
8. The principle of diversity and inclusion is mentioned in several guidelines for ethical and 
responsible AI (e.g., the EU AI HLEG Trustworthy no. 5). How can diversity be ensured 
and why is it important? 
 
Theme 3: regulations  
9. If you were to advise on how we can enable AI in Norway and at the same time meet the 
requirements for privacy and fairness, what would that advice be? 
10. Should there be regulations rather than voluntary ethical guidelines? Global, international 
or national rules in that case? 
11. Are there any dangers in using regulations as opposed to ethical guidelines to govern AI? 
12. Are there any privacy principles that can be particularly challenging when it comes to AI?  
13. How do we take care of the data minimization principle when it comes to AI that needs a 
lot of data? 
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Theme 4: Norway’s AI strategy and regulatory sandbox 
14. What do you hope to get out of the sandbox in the form of guidance? 
15. The Norwegian Data Protection Authority writes that «There is some uncertainty related to 
what role ethics should play when it comes to AI and how it should be understood in 
practice. Participants suggested that it might be interesting to create an ethical dilemma 
library, or a checklist for ethics, as part of the sandbox".  What do you think about an 
ethical dilemma library? 
16. Do you think Norway can succeed with the high ambitions in the strategy? (Take the lead 
on developing ethical and responsible AI). 
 
Theme 5: education  
17. Several influential reports and guidelines point out the importance of ethics and privacy in 
educational institutions. What do you think about that? Should we, for example, introduce 
“Ethical AI” or “Privacy” as a course in, e.g., various tech and socio-studies? 
 
Theme 6: organizational  
18. Who is responsible for AI? 
19. What do you think of “ethical AI certification” in Norway? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
